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Musical Misfires: Three Decades of Broadway Musical Heartbreak looks at 151 musicalsthat
did not run long enough to be considered hits. Such shows were once called flops but that is
no longer an appropriate description. Some of these were superb pieces of musical theatre
that, for one reason or another, couldn't find an audience, did not please the critics, couldn't
pay the high weekly bills, or just were not right for the time and place in which they opened. Oft-
overlooked gems like The Scottsboro Boys, Grey Gardens, Sweet Smell of Success, Xanadu,
If/Then, Caroline, or Change, Bright Star, Steel Pier, The Last Ship, and Tuck Everlasting are
explored alongside such famous musicals as American Idiot, Victor/Victoria, Chitty Chitty Bang
Bang, Sister Act, All Shook Up, Be More Chill, Shrek the Musical, Seussical, and Young
Frankenstein that never reached hit status on Broadway. Juke box musicals, cutting-edge
musicals, movie adaptations, teenage musicals, biographical musicals, history musicals, and
even horror musicals are among the many genres included in this captivating journey of
Broadway shows from 1989 to 2020 in search of success. Illustrated with forty-two
photographs (most in color) and filled with backstage stories, reviews from the press, and
commentary on why the musicals were not hits, Musical Misfires is indispensable reading for
anyone who loves musical theatre, both its triumphs and it heartbreaks.
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When you sit down to write a book about Broadway musicals that didn’t work (for one reason
or another), it is not because you revel in their failure or enjoy taking on the role of “ambulance
chaser.” In fact, you write a book like this because you are rooting for each and every show to
succeed and feel a piece of the heartbreak when one doesn’t. You write a book like this
because you are a champion of the underdog, a standard-bearer for keeping the artistry and
hard work that were poured into a misfire as alive for posterity as those who record the story
behind critical darlings and runaway hits. It is with love and admiration for anything daring to
make the difficult journey to the Great White Way that you examine and chronicle the story
behind what we are calling “musical misfires.”So what is a musical misfire exactly? In the past,
Broadway musical fans and theatre historians would have called these shows “flops.” Forty or
fifty years ago, it was usually (but not always) clear-cut which musicals were deemed a flop
and which had been anointed successes. If critics tore a musical to shreds, the odds were very
good that the audiences would not come, it would shutter relatively quickly, and the show would
lose money. From this, a long line of legendary flops like Flahooley, Hazel Flagg, Jennie,
Greenwillow, Darling of the Day, Mack and Mabel, King of Hearts, The Rink, and Grind would
emerge. Today these titles are still remembered for components that stood out (usually their
scores) despite the fact that the overall production didn’t work or didn’t run.From the onset of
the 1990s through the aborted 2019-2020 Broadway season and beyond, we simply cannot, in
all fairness, continue to call shows that fail to run, do not make money, or cannot please the



masses “flops.” Too many factors nowadays work against the steep, uphill climb toward
success for a Broadway show. Economics have made it cost-prohibitive to keep a musical
running with the hope it might catch on. If the show isn’t an instant hit, then it is often doomed
to failure. Even a well-reviewed musical has to run at capacity, sometimes for well over a year,
before it can even dream of recouping its initial investment. Some shows are uniquely original,
critically praised, and represent some of the best work there is in the musical theatre writing
field, yet finding an audience for its commercial success is almost impossible because it is in a
particular niche or not a crowd pleaser. That doesn’t mean it “flopped.” There has also been a
shift away from the critics having the sway they used to hold (for good and bad) and many
shows survive instead by word-of-mouth and, in the last-decade or so, due to a strong social
media presence. There just isn’t that clear-cut definition of a “flop” anymore.We have chosen
the phrase “musical misfires” to encompass a wide-range of musicals that have opened on
Broadway since 1989 that, for one reason or another, failed to meet all three components of
that essential trifecta: audience acceptance, critical approval, and financial success. It doesn’t
suffice to use the word “flop” because, as you will see, there were many shows that ran for a
very long time and lost money, or that critics adored but for which audiences failed to show up.
Yes, some musicals were just plain problematic and serve as a reminder of what could not or
would not work. Defining it a “musical misfire” simply suggests that a show was launched with
great hope, brought some sparkle to the firmament, but didn’t achieve everything it aspired to
or what Broadway expected.Why do we choose to begin with 1989? The American musical
and the history of its hits, also-rans, and failures, have been well-documented up to this point,
with many celebrated authors exploring the topic such as Stanley Green, Gerald Bordman, Ken
Mandelbaum, Ethan Mordden, and Martin Gottfried. Since then, the story of the American
musical has become more fragmented. Much of the old guard of composers, lyricists, book
writers, directors, and choreographers have retired or passed away and the new guard has
begun to establish its own voice. As we watch new talents take hold, documentation of their
stories is only beginning to happen. We also chose the transition that happened circa 1990
because this was where the rules began to change. The mounting expenses of producing
musicals on Broadway; the gentrification of Times Square and the Theatre District into a family-
friendly, tourist destination; the decline of the all-powerful theatre critic; and the evolution of
social media marketing around this time quickly saw Broadway transform into a very different
place.As we were writing this book we wished to explore the many outside factors that affect
the success and failure of a Broadway musical. In the past, newspaper strikes, for example,
were a deathblow to Broadway business, particularly for shows opening and getting no
reviews, advertising, or other coverage. Today such a print media strike would have minimal
effect on Broadway. There are still the occasional strikes by the actors’ and other labor unions,
Stock Market fluctuations, and recessions. The aftermath of the attack on the World Trade
Center and hurricane Sandy certainly had major but, thankfully, short-term impacts on
Broadway. We considered these as we wrote about the musicals affected by such outside
forces. But nothing prepared us for the possibility of Broadway going completely dark on March
12, 2020. The unprecedented devastation that the Coronavirus has had on all aspects of life
around the world is overwhelming to behold. We have added a final chapter to this book about
the Covid 19 effect on Broadway musicals and how successful shows might find themselves in
the “misfires” category.A few things about the scope of this book. Musical Misfires: Three
Decades of Broadway Musical Heartbreak does not strive to be all-inclusive. For the daunting
reason that there are far too many titles that could be discussed, we have limited ourselves to
covering only book musicals (no revues) and only musicals that ran on Broadway (no out-of-



town closures and no Off-Broadway shows unless they ended up on Broadway). We have not
included “limited runs” such as holiday musicals which closed at the end of the season no
matter how successful or not. We have included musicals by theatre organizations, such as
Lincoln Center Theatre and Manhattan Theatre Club, whose musicals were announced as
“limited runs” when it was obvious that if the show was a hit it would become an open run.
Finally, we have tried to offer a sampling of titles that support the groupings we have chosen to
discuss in this book. Even with those parameters, we will still explore 151 titles, delving into
their history, their construction, and offering thoughts on what was both worthwhile and what
kept them from becoming unqualified hits. In the end, we hope this book commemorates and
celebrates with candor and clarity the stories behind the musicals that didn’t succeed, our
musical misfires.August 2020Chapter OneWhen Everything
Misfires_____________________________________________________NICK & NORAA
musical mystery by Arthur Laurents, based on characters created by Dashiell Hammett and
The Thin Man films; music by Charles Strouse; lyrics by Richard Maltby, Jr.Directed by Arthur
Laurents; choreography by Tina PaulCast included Barry Bostwick, Joanna Gleason, Christine
Baranski, Faith Prince, Jeff Brooks, Debra Monk, Chris Sarandon, Michael Lombard, Yvette
Lawrence, Remak Ramsay, Kip Niven, Thom SesmaTony Award nominations: Charles Strouse
and Richard Maltby, Jr. (Best Score)Opened 8 December 1991, Marquis Theatre, 9
performances_____________________________________________________Sometimes
the road to Broadway can be fraught with myriad complications that seem to be an omen that a
musical will misfire. Usually one or two big items refuse to work. Often the book is the first thing
to be blamed; many times the director takes the heat. Once in a while there is an aborning
musical that has everything go wrong. A show that had one of the more tumultuous journeys to
an opening night on Broadway was the 1991 murder mystery Nick & Nora. This musical is such
a colorful example of a major misfire that we devote an entire chapter to it, taking an intimate
and detailed look at just how many things can blow apart for a musical that is Broadway bound.
Plagued with infighting, changes in creative leadership and cast members, wild rumors leaking
to the public, nosy journalists, a run-in with the City Consumer Affairs Office, and a story that
refused to coalesce, Nick & Nora was one of those musicals where everything indeed went
wrong. The musical was based on the characters of Nick and Nora Charles created by Dashiell
Hammett for his 1934 detective novel The Thin Man, and perfected in the subsequent 1934
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer film of the same name starring Myrna Loy and William Powell. They
were a quirky married couple. He was a detective from the wrong side of the tracks, she was
an affluent society woman, and together they playfully traded barbs, sipped cocktails, and
solved mysteries. The charms of these two characters, the basic premise of their relationship,
and the possibilities of the crimes they could solve together should have resulted in a
scintillating musical comedy. So why didn’t it?When Nick & Nora was early in its development,
the producers secured renowned writer-director Arthur Laurents with playwright A.R. Gurney
brought onboard to write the book. Gurney, a celebrated playwright for his sophisticated wit and
his capturing of W.A.S.P. America in plays like The Dining Room and The Cocktail Hour,
seemed like an ideal fit for writing the banter between Nick and Nora Charles. For a time, he
worked with Laurents to outline a plot, but Gurney felt Laurents (who had written the books for
two of Broadway’s greatest musicals, West Side Story and Gypsy), was aching to write the
book himself and Gurney bowed-out of the project. This is likely where Nick & Nora took a turn
for the worst. Director Laurents had little objectivity where book writer Laurents was concerned.
As director, he struggled to see that the story only worked in fits and starts, refused to trim
scenes that weren’t working, and often blamed the songwriting team of Charles Strouse



(music) and Richard Maltby, Jr. (lyrics) for the problems. By 1991, Maltby and Strouse were
already accomplished tunesmiths, Strouse having scored several musicals, including Bye Bye
Birdie, Applause, and Annie, and Maltby writing lyrics for a handful of beloved Off-Broadway
revues as well as for the Broadway musicals Baby and Miss Saigon. Yet Laurents regularly
sent the team back to the drawing board to create new material, writing over fifty songs for Nick
& Nora. Laurents’ vision for Nick & Nora was a musical that flowed from beginning to end, and
the services of choreographer Tina Paul were employed to fill the musical with dancing. There
was one major problem: the actors cast to play Nick and Nora Charles, Tony winners Barry
Bostwick and Joanna Gleason, respectively, had been secured long before the musical was
written. They were not exactly known for their dancing prowess, and neither were about half of
the supporting players. As the musical evolved through rehearsals and previews, more and
more of the dancing had to be cut until Nick & Nora was a musical with minimal choreography.
What little there was, was sparsely populated. Even the “big” number “Everybody Wants to Do
a Musical,” set on a Hollywood sound stage and sung by an actress who is about to star in a
glitzy movie musical, had only two backup dancers.To understand the Achilles heel in Nick &
Nora, it is necessary to take time and space to relate the plot of Nick & Nora, one so tricky and
complicated that one needed a compass and a roadmap to navigate it. Reviews of the original
production and even books that discuss Nick & Nora tend to be very vague about the plot. So
here it is in detail. Set in 1937 Hollywood, the titular couple (Bostwick and Gleason) from San
Francisco and their wire-haired terrier Asta (Riley) are visiting Southern California for the
wedding of one of Nora’s school chums. While staying in a charming, art deco bungalow at the
Garden of Allah, another of Nora’s school friends, Hollywood actress Tracy Gardner (Christine
Baranski), visits the couple, seeking Nick’s help in solving a murder. It seems that Lorraine
Bixby (Faith Prince), the bookkeeper for the film’s producer, Boston banker Edward J. Connors
(Kip Niven), has been murdered. The German-Jewish director Max Bernheim (Remak
Ramsey), who is helming Tracy’s latest picture (the movie musical that will make her a star),
was found standing over the dead body and has been arrested for the crime. Tracy is sure Max
is innocent and is anxious to clear his name so that the movie can progress. Nick informs her
that he has retired from gumshoeing but Nora, unable to let down an old friend, says she will
take the case. Nick is dubious of his wife’s abilities but Nora insists that she has observed him
for years and believes that this, coupled with her woman’s intuition, will make her an ideal
detective.The following day at the studio, Nora, with Nick in tow, meets Tracy and her attentive
Japanese houseboy Yukido (Thom Sesma) who has a very thick, Asian stereotypical accent.
They also meet Max, who has been bailed out of jail, and he shares his story about why he
was at Lorraine’s that fated night. Months earlier, she had discovered that Max was embezzling
funds from the picture’s budget, then blackmailed him for her silence. On the night she was
killed, he was at her home making his latest payment to the “Bank of Lorraine.” When Max
arrived, Connors was already there screaming at Lorraine, threatening to send her back to
Boston upon learning of the embezzlement scheme. After Connors left, Max confronted
Lorraine, worried that his career in Hollywood would be over. Lorraine pulled a gun on him
then, frightened, ran into her bedroom. Max went home but returned to Lorraine’s to steal her
accounting books. Not only were they missing but she was dead on the floor. As he was
leaning over the body, Lt. Wolfe (Michael Lombard) from the Los Angeles Police Department
conveniently arrived moments later and Max was arrested for Lorraine’s murder. Back in the
present, Max also tells Nora that he was embezzling the money to help pay for medical care for
his tubercular wife. Lt. Wolfe arrives to continue his investigation. It turns out Wolfe is a shoe
fetishist who is taken with Nora’s elegant and expensive footwear (a recurring joke throughout



the musical). He clearly doesn’t like movie people in general, Max in particular, and he is not
happy that private detectives have been secured for the case. He does mention that he walked
into Lorraine’s home to find Max standing over her dead body, and that he is sure the murderer
was someone Lorraine knew because she had died with a smile on her face.Also on set at the
studio are the handsome film union boss Victor Moisa (Chris Sarandon) and his toady Spider
Malloy (Jeff Brooks), both of whom Nick already knows as shady characters from his days
sleuthing in San Francisco. The only person no one can seem to find is producer Edward
Connors. Victor takes an immediate (and amorous) shine to Nora. He tells her that he has
some information that will help her solve the case, but that she needs to come to his Laurel
Canyon home in order to get it. Nick, however, prefers to have a drink with Spider, a known
stool pigeon who regularly trades in information for the price of a cocktail. Spider tells Nick that
he was at Lorraine’s on the night of the murder, serving as a lookout for Victor who was having
Edward Connor followed. Connor owes money to Victor’s union (in other words, it was an
extortion plot). Nick believes that there is more to the story, but is still resigned to not get
involved with the case. Back at the Bungalow, he and Nora discuss what she has learned so
far, but he points out important questions she forgot to ask, such as “Where is the murder
weapon?” and “Was it in Max’s possession when he was arrested?” Suddenly, Maria Valdez
(Yvette Lawrence), a Carmen Miranda wannabe, frantically enters. She is hysterical, clearly
high on cocaine, and speaks mostly in Spanish with some broken English. Nora and Nick are
able to piece together enough of what she is saying to realize that Maria is terrified, that she
was at Lorraine’s on the night of the murder, that she is fearful the killer knew she was there,
and that he or she will now kill her. The doorbell rings, scaring Maria who runs and hides in the
bungalow’s bedroom.The latest “guest” is Lily Connors (Debra Monk), the conservative,
religious wife of Edward Connors. The Bostonian matriarch is concerned that her family’s
reputation will be besmirched if her husband’s involvement in this case is leaked. She also
mentions that gossip columnist Louella Parsons was planning to run an item in her column
linking Edward Connors with Lorraine, a story that Lily used her influence to squelch. In
passing, Lily also mentions that she had dinner with her husband the night of the murder.
Before leaving, she threatens Nick and Nora that they must drop the case or else “People get
hurt.” After Lily’s departure, they learn that Maria has disappeared from their bedroom and is
nowhere to be found. Nora has a phone call with Victor and she asks him if he was at
Lorraine’s on the night of the murder. He says he was and promises to answer all of her
questions when she visits his home that night. She presses him and he says he was following
Connors to get money for the union pension fund. There was no Connors, no check, but
Lorraine was snorting cocaine when he arrived and had visibly changed her appearance from
a mousy bookkeeper to a platinum blonde vixen. Lorraine told Victor that he was not getting
any money. He threatened to shut down the picture and Lorraine said that she didn’t care what
he did. Victor insinuated that his next step would be to kill Lorraine. She laughed in his face,
pulled a gun on him and fired it but missed Victor. Lorraine then revealed that she was once in
love with Mr. Connors, but he treated her badly and soon moved on to other women. It turns
out that his latest fling is with Tracy Gardner. Lorraine wanted revenge. Victor suggested that
she blackmailed him by threatening to tell Louella Parsons of the tryst between the producer
and the movie star. Lorraine decided to skip the threat and calls Parson’s office directly, setting
up an appointment for the next day whereupon she will spill the beans. Victor is livid, afraid that
she will destroy his extortion scheme by ruining Connors. He tells Nora that this was the last
time he saw Lorraine Bixby alive.Nick and Nora take Asta for a walk and discuss the case. Nick
says that Nora is missing too many holes in the suspects’ stories and that he wants to check



some things out on his own. This ends in a heated debate in which the duo decide to compete
to see who can solve the case first. Nora wants to interview the elusive Mr. Connors but Nick
thinks Tracy hasn’t been entirely forthcoming. Nora decides to go with him and puts off tracking
down Connors until later. The trip to Tracy’s unearths that the actress has not only been
sleeping with Connors to further her career but that she has convinced him to pay Victor the
union dues so that filming can resume. That’s not all. She’s also been sleeping with Max
Bernheim, asserting “I’m a quid pro quo girl.” Nick decides a visit to Max is necessary but Nora
says that this time she will ask the questions. They learn that Max saw Lily Connors leaving
Lorraine’s house on the night of the murder. A visit to Lily yields the information that she was
there that night to tell Lorraine that she had arranged a religious intervention to help save her
from her wicked ways. But Lily says she heard a gunshot, saw Max come staggering out, and
she quickly departed. Nick and Nora return to Tracy’s to find out if Mrs. Connors knew that her
husband was sleeping with Tracy. She says that she assumed she did. A GUN SHOT! Tracy is
the presumed target, but the shooter has missed. Yukido checks on his employer. Tracy finds
comfort in his fawning attention, admitting that her houseboy will do anything for her. With all of
the information that they have collected, Nick and Nora admit that there is “an elephant on the
coffee table,” something that they are missing that is right in front of their eyes. They begin to
assemble the facts and realize every single one of their suspects has a strong motive for killing
Lorraine. Nick suggests that Nora go to the North Hollywood Police Station and find out what
Lt. Wolfe knows about Maria Valdez and her relation to Lorraine. While she does so, Nick
heads to Lorraine’s to see if he can find the missing bookkeeping ledgers. He bumps into Lt.
Wolfe there and asks him about Maria. He has no idea who she is. Suddenly in storms Nora
mad as a hornet; there is no North Hollywood Police Station. Nick sent her on a wild goose
chase to keep her safe while he solved the case. This leaves Nora broken-hearted and tired of
Nick underestimating her. She departs for Victor Moisa’s and Nick is left alone, certain that
they’ve just crossed a line in their marriage that cannot be uncrossed.Did you follow all that?
That was just Act I.At the start of Act II, Nora is at Victor’s house where he is putting the moves
on her and she flirtatiously plays along in order to get the information she is after. Victor shows
her that he has the gun that shot Lorraine and, what’s more, it has fingerprints on it. It is also
Lorraine’s gun. He had Spider staking out nearby to watch for Connors the night of the murder.
Spider had witnessed Connors sneaking back to Lorraine’s so he summoned Victor; but by the
time he arrived, Lorraine was dead and Connors was gone. Victor assumed the gun belonged
to Connors and took it, hoping to gain control over the producer. Victor turns his attentions
back to seducing Nora, taking her in his arms and kissing her passionately. Nick bursts in with
Asta, just in the “nick” of time. Of course he has followed his wife to make sure she is safe. Nick
looks at the gun and declares it could not be the murder weapon. Only one bullet has been
shot from the chamber and two shots were heard the night of the murder. The gun in their
possession was Lorraine’s and she shot at Victor, so the gun that caused the murder had to
have belonged to someone else. Nick asks Victor the state of Lorraine’s house when he
arrived. Victor says it was in disarray, overturned furniture which looked like a poorly staged
heist.On their way back to their Garden of Allah rental, Nick and Nora argue over his doubts
about her abilities and the lengths (such as her kissing Victor) to which she will go to solve the
case. They find Tracy waiting for them in the bungalow. She is frantic, concerned that Max will
kill himself because Lt. Wolfe is searching his place for Lorraine’s missing ledgers and that
Connors is threatening to cut their shooting schedule because the picture is over budget. She
wants to know if there has been any progress with the case. Nora asks her where Connors is.
Tracy assumes he is at home or at the studio, or perhaps in Guatemala where he’s buying a



second home. She departs and Nick and Nora return to their conversation, ultimately deciding
that they work better as a pair. Going forward, Nick will take the lead on the case and Nora will
be his assistant.A slightly more coherent (and less coked-up) Maria Valdez enters. The
Charleses ask her where she was when Lorraine was shot and we learn that she was in the
bedroom in bed. Lorraine and Maria were lovers. In a flashback, Nick and Nora also learn that
Maria sells cocaine, provided to her by Lt. Wolfe. Maria dreams of being a movie star and
wants out of the drug business, but she is a wetback and Wolfe insists he’ll have her deported
if she doesn’t do as he wants. Lorraine assures Maria that she can take care of Wolfe, but they
have to concentrate on getting her a meeting with Connors. On the night of the murder,
Connors comes to the house. He meets Maria who invites him to come to The Big Tamboo, the
club where Maria “sings and dances and shakes her coconuts.” He agrees to see her show on
Monday night and then goes into the bedroom. Connors tells Lorraine that he’s pulling the plug
on Tracy’s picture and departs. Back in the present, Maria confides to Nick and Nora that she
heard both gunshots that night and Lorraine say “Good God, another actor” before the second
shot. Maria pretended to be asleep and the murderer came through the bedroom and escaped
through the window. She didn’t see who it was. Nick and Nora decide to set a trap with this
information. They request that Maria keep her meeting with Connors onMonday. They will invite
all the suspects to The Big Tamboo and say that Maria saw the killer that night. Then they will
see how everyone responds. Maria agrees and leaves. Nick is particularly struck by the words
“Good God, another actor” and feels it’s an important clue. He and Nora begin running through
all the murder scenarios with each of their suspects, gaining the additional tidbit from Spider
Malloy that the murderer was wearing an overcoat with a velvet collar and a homburg hat, an
outfit known around Hollywood as the official garb of Edward J. Connors. Suddenly, it becomes
a possibility that someone was trying to frame Connors and anyone could have put on his hat
and coat and shot Lorraine. Nick and Nora realize they are trying to solve the wrong case. They
should be looking for Connors and they suspect he might be dead.The action moves to
Monday night at The Big Tamboo. Nick and Nora assemble all the possible suspects at a table:
Max, Lily, Victor, Spider, Wolfe, and Tracy, but Mr. Connors doesn’t show. Maria performs her
act when suddenly the lights go out and two shots are fired. The action shifts to the terrace at
Tracy’s mansion. Tracy and Max are there and Nick and Nora reveal who the murderer was.
They conclude that there were only two people not at the table at The Big Tamboo. Edward
Connors was one; the other was Tracy’s houseboy Yukido. Since they have deduced that
Connors is dead, it had to be Yukido who killed Lorraine. Nick recalls Tracy mentioning that her
houseboy did everything for her, and he did indeed. When Connors announced he was shutting
down her picture, Tracy grabbed her Best Supporting Actress Oscar and cracked Connors’s
head with it, killing him. Yukido buried the body in Tracy’s garden. Yukido then took Connor’s
hat and coat to disguise himself and went to Lorraine’s to get the money for the film. Lorraine
laughed at him but he found a gun in the coat and shot her. But why did Lorraine say “Good
God, another actor”? Yukido is really “Robert“ who speaks perfect English, is Tracy’s lover, and
is an actor trying to make it in Hollywood. Tracy insists they can’t prove Connors is dead, when
Asta shows up with a watch that he has dug up in Tracy’s garden. It’s Edward Connors’
engraved timepiece. Lt. Wolfe arrives to make the arrests, and Nick and Nora Charles, who
have grown closer for the experience, have had enough of Los Angeles and just want to go
home to San Francisco.Nick & Nora initially had a rough time raising money for its intended
Broadway berth at the St. James Theatre. The first round of producers were replaced by a
second set that secured the $4.3 million dollars required. Since The Secret Garden had taken
up residence at the St. James, a new theatre had to be secured and the production was slated



for the Marquis Theatre, ensconced inside the Marriott Marquis Hotel. The elegant, art deco
venue was a good fit for the piece. Rehearsals started and though there was still much work to
be done on the show, those involved with Nick & Nora were encouraged and thought they
might have a hit on their hands. Nick & Nora officially moved into the Marquis Theatre and had
a dress rehearsal on October 6, 1991. The following evening, October 7, there was a special
first preview performance as a benefit for Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS and The Actors
Fund. The producers generously cut ticket prices by half to encourage the theatre community
to enter the theatre doors and, hopefully, begin a love affair with Nick & Nora. This backfired
and may have been the biggest nail in the show’s coffin. The audience did indeed come, most
of them industry insiders. What they saw that night was a show that was far from being ready
to open (it was its first preview after all). The audience was having trouble following the plot
(which was still under construction) and, short of the musical number “Men,” gave a less-than-
enthusiastic response to the whole evening. This generated word-of-mouth that Nick & Nora
was in trouble and news like that spreads fast in the theatre community. This kind of gossip can
work against a show that is still in the process of putting the pieces together, and not just at the
box office. The rumor mill of Broadway can get inside the heads of those creating the show. As
the week continued, preview audiences were not responding to Nick & Nora and the
aforementioned rumors began to get back to the creative team, particularly to Laurents who
decided everything but his libretto was at fault. He had Strouse and Maltby churn out new
songs. Josie de Guzman, the original actress playing Maria Valdez, was fired and replaced by
understudy Yvette Lawrence. This demoralized the cast, most of whom knew that it wasn’t de
Guzman’s fault the show wasn’t resonating, making them wonder who might be next.Nick &
Nora was scheduled to open on November 15 but it was apparent that the show wasn’t going
to be ready in time so a new opening was set for December 2, then moved to December 8. The
musical had been operating as previews but ticket prices were those of a show that had
already opened. The advertising for Nick & Nora did not always make it clear that ticket buyers
were laying down cash at full price to see a musical that wasn’t a finished product. In reality,
this had been done plenty of times before, but the gestation of Nick & Nora throughout its
lengthy preview period and postponed opening brought on the ire of theatre critics, particularly
that of Linda Winer of Newsday and Greg Evans of Variety, who publicly began to challenge
the practice. Enter the New York City Consumer Affairs Office who decided to make an
example of Nick & Nora, insisting that all previews must be labeled as such. This brought more
unneeded negative publicity upon the show. Making things worse, The New York Times theatre
gossip columnist Alex Witchel decided the unofficial statute of limitations of waiting for a show
to open was up and ran a piece on November 15 that discussed the ongoing problems in the
show. She suggested that those involved with the piece had been griping that Laurents’ inability
to objectively look at the problems with the musical’s book was the reason why the production
wasn’t getting any better. She also stated that Laurents had alienated Charles Strouse in the
process by blaming the score as the show’s chief deficiency. This poorly-timed and often-
vicious article sent Laurents into a tirade. The director assembled the cast the following day
and insisted on knowing who had been speaking to the press and saying such things.
Obviously, no one had been betraying the show or the work done, and most assumed Witchel
had gathered her information via the plentiful rumors that were already circulating for weeks.
The production soldiered ahead and, after 71 previews, Nick & Nora officially opened on
December 8, 1991.The creators of Nick & Nora had made the monumental mistake of
deviating too much from a formula that worked, one that had been tried and true in The Thin
Man novel and well-known films. For one, the characters in The Thin Man were tethered to



New York City. From the colorful rascals of the criminal underworld that were Nick’s pals, to the
high society types of Nora’s social circles, they were a cartoonish picture of the Big Apple and
the spectrum of its denizens. When the musical’s authors transplanted their new story to Los
Angeles, what everyone associated with The Thin Man was lost. Even Nick and Nora
themselves were treated with disregard. In the book and films, theirs was a witty and wonderful
pairing, breezy and light as they mixed cocktails and solved crimes together. In Nick & Nora,
the couple has marital problems resulting in Nora engaging in a very brief affair. This ridiculous
subplot was not in line with what fans of The Thin Man were accustomed to and it had very
little to do with what The Thin Man was about. It was Nick and Nora’s affection for one another
and the playful nature within their marriage that made them so endearing to readers and film
audiences. For the authors to put them at odds in this way killed that central and essential
dynamic. Only in the musical’s early scenes and final scenes did we get to see them interact
playfully without conflict, but the bulk of the show had them sleuthing against each other, torn
from their celebrated camaraderie by a gender-verses-gender competition, and by the
implications of their disagreements. In simpler terms: the joy was missing.Another challenge
that Nick & Nora faced was overcoming comparisons to City of Angels, the Tony Award-
winning, murder mystery musical set in Hollywood that was running just a few blocks away. City
of Angels featured a witty script by Larry Gelbart, a delightful jazz score by Cy Coleman, and
some of the funniest lyrics and cleverest wordplay ever devised for a musical comedy, courtesy
of David Zippel. What’s more, it had an intelligent murder mystery that the audience could both
follow and have fun trying to solve. Nick & Nora did not. The plot was so convoluted, many of
the characters were uninteresting and/or unlikeable, and the “whodunit” was more of a “who
cares?” It is hard to ask an audience to invest two-plus hours in a musical murder mystery and
not give them a coherent one. During previews playwright Peter Shaffer and composer-lyricist
Stephen Sondheim were brought in to serve as “play doctors,” both emphasizing that it was the
show’s plot that didn’t make sense (or that it was confusing). Laurents didn’t want to hear it.
The comparisons between Nick & Nora and City of Angels, however, were inevitable, especially
when the latter was so engaging.Only a handful of the many Strouse/Maltby songs ended up
onstage when the show opened. But Strouse’s and Maltby’s collaboration was not a happy one,
each working in very different ways that didn’t mesh. Still, their score for Nick & Nora was
pleasant if not distinguished. One number, “Boom Chicka Boom,” was a Carmen Miranda send-
up that was in completely bad taste. The song, for the club singer Maria Valdez, included the
lyric “She had a very nice pair of maracas that she begin to shaking when she was only
thirteen.” The best of the score included the eviscerating diatribe of the male sex, “Men,” for
Lorraine, and two show-stopping set-pieces, one in each act. The first was Act I’s
“Detectiveland” with the suspects sharing their motives for killing Lorraine. The second was Act
II’s climactic “A Busy Night at Lorraine’s” wherein Nick and Nora run through the possible
murder scenarios of each suspect, the number concluding in a macabre kick-line where the
possible perpetrators took turns punting the bookkeeper’s corpse down the stage. There was
also the airy “Is There Anything Better Than Dancing?” for the title couple, and the torchy “Look
Who’s Alone Now” for Nick.By the time the critics did finally have their chance to sink their
fangs into Nick & Nora, what they found was a musical that wasn’t nearly as awful as word-of-
mouth had suggested, but neither did they find an involving piece of musical theatre that
worked. Many made fun of the musical’s advertising catchphrase. “A Murder. A Marriage, A
Musical,” adding “A Mess” to the list. Linda Winer of Newsday lamented, “This is not one of
those disgraceful failures from which Broadway legends are made, but merely a show that fails
to happen. Most of whatever fun there is comes from the accumulated goodwill we bring along



for Nick and Nora Charles, those elegant charmers who’ve been solving mysteries between
martinis through years of novels, movies and TV.” Frank Rich, the once all-powerful New York
Times critic, said, “For starters, this production might have spent a little less time searching for
the perfect Asta and a lot more time trying to find the right Nick and Nora. Barry Bostwick is a
handsome leading man with an agreeable manner and sturdy voice, and Joanna Gleason,
better still, is an astringent comic actress with impeccable timing and her own strong voice. But
if either of these talents, together or separately, has the larger-than-life personality or all-
around musical-comedy pizazz it takes to ignite a star-centric Broadway musical, that
incandescence is kept under a shroud in Nick & Nora." In assessing the score, Rich lamented
“Though Mr. Strouse has written some rousing scores for frail shows (It's Superman, All
American, Rags), that of Nick and Nora is not one of them. Yet there are some pretty tunes
along the way, and one is always struck by how enthusiastically and professionally he and Mr.
Maltby embrace and sometimes conquer the tough technical challenges of musical-theater
writing. At their cleverest here, in one song in each act, they use witty music and lyrics to bring
together all the suspects and motives in Nick and Nora's murder case so that the detectives
and audience alike might weigh every conceivable scenario. At their worse, they give two of the
most gifted comic actresses in town – Ms. (Christine) Baranski and Debra Monk – flat would-be
showstoppers that make the performers seem both unfunny and vocally uncomfortable.” The
prevailing criticism across the board always seemed to point the finger of blame at Arthur
Laurents, both as the book writer and the director, incapable of objectively separating his two
jobs. David Patrick Stearns in USA Today had this to say, “… Laurents’ libretto is afraid to let
the show be too much fun. He keeps imposing a 1990s-style psychological depth on the
characters. Who wants to know the maudlin interior musings of some gangster?” He did,
however, praise the performers, stating “The show is buoyed by Joanna Gleason, who exudes
patrician glamour in her marvelously precise characterization of Nora. As Nick, Barry Bostwick
is a suitably suave straight man. Christine Baranski plays the film star with just the right
flippancy and bitchery. Faith Prince is worth the ticket price for her portrayal of a smart-talking,
cocaine-snorting, lesbian bookkeeper.” In fact, Frank Rich also saw a new star on the rise in
Prince, delighted by her powerful delivery of the song “Men,” as well as by her execution of
pratfall after pratfall, reenacting all the possibilities of her murder with comedic aplomb.
However, the final sentence of Rich’s review said it all, “… there is no escaping the unfortunate
fact that the liveliest thing in Nick & Nora is a corpse.” These reviews weren’t exactly going to
stop the bleeding or reverse the venomous word-of-mouth that had been circulating for
months.Nick & Nora closed on December 15, 1991, after only 9 performances. Surprisingly, the
show received an original cast album that preserved much of the score, though in a truncated
form that doesn’t give the listener a full appreciation of how the songs and libretto expertly
wove in and out of one another. The score also received the musical’s singular Tony
nomination but lost to Falsettos. Faith Prince and the fired Josie de Guzman went on later that
season to star together in the Jerry Zaks-helmed revival of Guys & Dolls, playing Miss
Adelaide and Sarah Brown, respectively, to glowing reviews. Prince lived up to the critics’
predictions that she would make good, delivering one of the finest comedic performances of
the decade and winning the Tony Award for Best Actress in a Musical for Guys & Dolls. Nick &
Nora, however, has become a distant memory to those incredibly invested people involved and
to the few people who saw it. It remains one of the biggest heartbreaks in musical misfire
history, simply for the fact that it had so much potential, involved some of musical theatre’s
greatest talents (on and offstage), and was crippled by almost every obstacle that could be
thrown at it.Chapter TwoWhen to Avoid the CelluloidProducers have long been turning popular



movies into Broadway musicals. Such a venture offers title recognition and an already-proven
plot and characters. All that is necessary is add songs and some dancing. But it’s not nearly as
simple as that. Adapting a film into a stage musical has its own unique difficulties, not the least
of which is getting the audience to momentarily forget the movie and accept a new
interpretation. Also, a musical adaptation should add something that justifies its new version.
This is so hard to get right that most movie-to-stage musicals fail to make a profit. Since 1989,
sixty-two musicals based on movies opened on Broadway. Only twenty-two of them made
money and, of the twenty-two, six of them were taken from films that already had several
songs: Beauty and the Beast (1994), The Lion King (1997), Mary Poppins (2006), Newsies
(2012), Aladdin (2014), and Frozen (2018). So the odds are not good when the celluloid starts
to sing and dance. There are dozens of musicals based on movies to be found throughout this
book. In this chapter we offer eight very popular films that failed to repeat their success by
going musical._____________________________________________________MY
FAVORITE YEARA musical comedy by Joseph Dougherty, based on the 1982 screenplay by
Dennis Palumbo, Norman Steinberg; music by Stephen Flaherty; lyrics by Lynn
AhrensDirected by Ron Lagomarsino; musical staging by Thommie WalshCast included Evan
Pappas, Tim Curry, Andrea Martin, Lainie Kazan, Tom Mardirosian, Lannyl Stephens, Thomas
Ikeda, Josh Mostel, Than PhillipsTony Award: Andrea Martin (Best Featured Actress in a
Musical); Tony Award nominations: Tim Curry (Best Leading Actor in a Musical); Lainie Kazan
(Best Featured Actress in a Musical)Opened 10 December 1992, Vivian Beaumont Theatre, 36
performances_____________________________________________________Nostalgia for
the days of live television may have been the inspiration for the 1982 screen comedy My
Favorite Year but the film ended up appealing to a much wider audience that included viewers
not familiar with comic Sid Caesar and his popular TV show in the 1950s. The screenplay was
suggested by the occasion when celluloid swashbuckler Errol Flynn was a guest on Caesar’s
Your Show of Shows. His appearance was routine but Mel Brooks, the executive producer of
My Favorite Year, prompted the screenwriters to exaggerate the situation and the result was a
first-rate comedy-farce. Dennis Palumbo and Norman Steinberg wrote the solid script. In 1954,
the screen heartthrob Alan Swann is booked as the guest star on King Kaiser’s popular
Comedy Cavalcade. The young writer Benjy Stone is assigned to keep tabs on Swann who is
susceptible to drink, pretty women, and generally getting in trouble. Stone has long idolized
Swann and is somewhat disillusioned by the wreck of a man Swann has become. All the same,
Stone sticks with him and even brings him to his family home in Brooklyn. Meanwhile, Kaiser is
in trouble with the gangster Rojeck for spoofing him on the show. The mobster sends some
henchmen to snuff out Kaiser, the brawl tumbles onto the live program, and Swann rescues the
comic and redeems himself in his own eyes and in front of twenty million viewers. It was a
clever script with room for a tentative romance between Benjy and the script girl K.C., and
some funny scenes with his relatives in Brooklyn. Brooks took a chance hiring actor Richard
Benjamin for his first directing stint and casting unknown Mark Linn-Baker as Benjy, both
proving themselves more than qualified for the job. Peter O’Toole had the right bravado as
Swann and Lainie Kazan gave a firecracker performance as Benjy’s outspoken mother Belle.
My Favorite Year was a hit, earning over $20 million and appealing to both older audiences
with fond memories of those early TV shows and younger moviegoers who enjoyed
discovering them.A musical version of My Favorite Year was first planned as part of a four-
production workshop in 1990 at SUNY Purchase. The concept behind the project was to
develop four new musicals away from the eyes of the New York critics. But when the Manhattan
press arrived and panned the first entry, Kiss of the Spider Woman, the rest of the workshop



was scuttled. Lincoln Center picked up My Favorite Year and it must have seemed like a good
idea for a musical, the film being about show business and filled with larger-than-life
characters. But the movie was a comedy about a comedy show and not about music. Onstage
the musical numbers were rarely funny and, more disappointing, the script lacked the zany
quality of the screenplay. Joseph Dougherty’s libretto removed the entire subplot with the
gangsters threatening King Kaiser (Tom Mardirosian) and there was no big farcical climax with
Swann rescuing Kaiser, the show, and his self esteem. Too much of the script dwelt on
Swann’s self pity and his reluctance to visit his estranged daughter. As in the film, Benjy (Evan
Pappas) served as narrator and straight-man for the eccentric people that surrounded him.
Only two came across on stage: the acid-tongued script writer Alice Miller, given a hilarious
Tony-winning-performance by Andrea Martin in her Broadway debut, and Benjy’s mother Belle,
reprised with panache by Lainie Kazan. Tim Curry was a vibrant Swann when he was
swashbuckling but most of the time he was a rather morose and self-pitying character instead
of the life force of the story.Composer Stephen Flaherty and lyricist Lynn Ahrens, who had first
found wide recognition with their Caribbean-flavored score for Once on This Island two years
before, wrote a traditional 1950s-like set of songs for My Favorite Year. The best number in the
show is the sparkling opening “Twenty Million People” in which Benjy and most of the principals
sing of the glory and the anxieties of putting on a live TV show each week. During the extended
number, there are brief scenes in which various characters are introduced, from the
temperamental King Kaiser to Benjy’s mother. The number builds beautifully and climaxes with
the “on the air” light flashing on. Unfortunately, nothing in the rest of the score achieves this
kind of excitement. As musical theatre scholar Ethan Mordden noted, “For its first five minutes,
My Favorite Year was a hit.” The Brooklyn relatives have fun with the catchy “Welcome to
Brooklyn” when Swann visits Benjy’s family, Benjy expresses his escape from a broken home
by going to the movies in the revealing “Larger Than Life,” and Swann’s wistful “If the World
Was Like the Movies” has a superior lyric in which he wishes his messed-up life was as neat
and rewarding as a film. The title song, sung with a nostalgic ache by Benjy and the cast at the
end of the musical, is indeed touching. What the score was missing were truly comic songs.
Andrea Martin’s “Professional Showbizness Comedy” was a razzamatazz number punctuated
with old jokes but even Martin couldn’t turn it into the showstopper it was intended to be. One
number, “Funny/The Duck Joke,” is indeed hilarious but it is more a comic duologue in which
Alice (Martin) tries to teach K.C. (Lannyl Stephens) how to tell a joke with miserable
results.Lincoln Center Theatre scheduled My Favorite Year in its large Vivian Beaumont
Theatre for a month during the holidays, hoping that if the reviews and the box office were
encouraging, it could turn into an open run. The production opened on December 10, 1992,
and the critics were polite but not enthusiastic. The strongest criticism came from the The New
York Times critic Frank Rich who called My Favorite Year “a missed opportunity, a bustling but
too frequently flat musical that suffers from another vogue of the 1950s, an identity crisis.” Most
complained how the second act got too serious and tedious. Once the Lincoln Center
subscribers saw the musical there were many empty seats so My Favorite Year closed after
one month. Was this movie a bad idea for a musical? Probably not. But the film needed to be
rethought and reconfigured in order for it to sing onstage. Also, the material did not seem to
inspire Flaherty and Ahrens because My Favorite Year is one of their least impressive scores.
All the same, the songwriters have not given up on the piece. A reworked version of My
Favorite Year, which took a more comic approach to the story, was produced in 2007 by the
Bailiwick Theatre in Chicago and a staged concert of this revised version was done in New
York in 2014. We have not heard the end of My Favorite



Year._____________________________________________________THE GOODBYE
GIRLA musical comedy by Neil Simon, based on his 1977 screenplay; music by Marvin
Hamlisch; lyrics by David ZippelDirected by Michael Kidd; choreography by Graciela
DanielleCast included Bernadette Peters, Martin Short, Tammy Minoff, Carol Woods, Scott
WiseTony Award nominations: Best Musical; Martin Short (Best Leading Actor in a Musical);
Bernadette Peters (Best Leading Actress in a Musical); Michael Kidd (Best Direction of a
Musical); Graciela Daniele (Best Choreography)Opened 4 March 1993, Marquis Theatre, 188
performance_____________________________________________________There were
several factors that contributed to the failure of The Goodbye Girl to take flight as a musical but
most agreed it was the fault of Neil Simon who botched the project with his misguided
transition from screenplay to libretto. Turning the very popular 1977 comedy into a musical
looked very promising. The tale of the struggling dancer Paula, who is also a single mother,
forced to share a small Manhattan apartment with the temperamental actor Elliot Garfield,
might have been a variation of Simon’s own The Odd Couple but the movie was refreshingly
funny and romantic. The chemistry between Marsha Mason and Richard Dreyfuss as the
battling roommates-turned-lovers was delicious. (Both were nominated for Oscars and
Dreyfuss won.) The relationship between Mason and Quinn Cummings, as her ten-year
daughter Lucy, was also engaging. A highlight of the film is when Elliot finally gets a plum part,
Shakespeare’s Richard III, only to find that the artsy director’s concept is that the hunchback
king is gay – the king wants to be a queen. This far-fetched idea was based on an actual
production that Mason had been involved in. The result was hilarious and more than a little
daring for 1970s Hollywood.The Goodbye Girl was Simon’s most successful film written directly
for the screen. It was the only one ever nominated for the Best Picture Oscar and it earned
over $100 million. Plans were made to turn the comedy into a sitcom, hoping to repeat the
popularity of the long-running series The Odd Couple. A pilot was made and broadcast in 1982
and another in 1983. NBC made a third pilot but it never aired. It was another ten years before
The Goodbye Girl showed up on Broadway as a musical. With Simon writing the libretto, stars
Bernadette Peters and Martin Short (making his Broadway debut), director Gene Saks, music
by Marvin Hamlisch, and lyrics by David Zippel who had recently found recognition with City of
Angels, anticipation for the show was high and there was a $10 million advance. But trouble in
rehearsals and in tryouts were major, with Simon doing a lot of rewriting, some song changes
along the way, and Saks being replaced by Michael Kidd. What opened on Broadway in 1993
was curiously unsatisfying. Peters’ Paula was mostly sour and irritating, Short clowned around
a lot to make up for the weak material, there was no chemistry between the two performers,
and no one really cared if they got together or not. The story basically involved three
characters so the added minor characters and chorus seemed superfluous. Even the set
design was awkward, putting the different rooms of the cramped New York apartment on a
turntable so one never got the idea of how the three residents were forced to live in such close
quarters.Simon’s screenplay, which was filled with one-liners, seemed more artificial on the
stage when the characters weren’t all that engaging. Either for political correctness or ill-judged
revision, the egotistical Elliot is not asked to play Richard III as a homosexual but as a man
wanting to be a woman. Perhaps it was felt the risk of offending transsexuals was less
precarious than possibly offending gays. The result was neither funny nor believable. The
change left a giant hole in the second act and the longer the evening ran, the more tedious it
became. All of which is very unfortunate because The Goodbye Girl has a commendable
score. Zippel wrote some felicitous lyrics for Hamlisch’s splendid music, all in the traditional
Broadway style but never tired or repetitive. “This Is as Good as It Gets,” the opening number



added during tryouts, is a chipper duet for Peters and Tammy Minoff, who played Lucy, and got
the show off on the right foot. Paula’s “I am” song “No More,” in which she vowed not to be
misled by her heart again, is also first-rate. Other notable songs included the playful list song
“My Rules/Eliot Garfield Grant” in which the involuntary roommates first battle it out; the wry “A
Beat Behind” in which Paula finds herself at a disadvantage in a dance class in which all the
other dancers are younger than her; Elliot’s silly but touching “Paula (An Improvised Love
Long)” with a clever lyric by Zippel; the revealing “Who Would’ve Thought?” in which Paula and
Elliot start to see the other in a new light; and the touching “I Can Play This Part” in which Elliot
offers himself as a father to young Lucy.The Goodbye Girl opened on March 4, 1993, and the
reviews were dismissive of the book and score and centered on the performers. Time
magazine summed up the critical reaction with,”Big stars, boffo story, but bad judgments turn a
much anticipated show into an amiable disappointment.” Many critics thought the vibrant Peters
was miscast as the overlooked, unsuccessful Paula and Short got the lion’s share of the praise.
(Both were nominated for Tony Awards but lost out to stronger competition.) Once the large
advance ran out, the musical struggled then called it quits after twenty-five weeks. A London
production in 1997, with a revised book and lyrics by Don Black and starring Ann Crumb and
Gary Wilmot, ran three months. The general consensus was the new version was not much of
an improvement. What makes The Goodbye Girl particularly disappointing is that it could have
worked. But the stars (in both sense of the word) were not aligned in its
favor._____________________________________________________THE RED SHOESA
musical by Marsha Norman, based on the 1948 screenplay by Emeric Pressburger, Michael
Powell; music by Jule Styne; lyrics by Marsha Norman, Paul Stryker (Bob Merrill)Directed by
Stanley Donen; choreography by Lar LubovitschCast included Margaret Illmann, Steve Barton,
Hugh Panaro, George de la Péna, Leslie Browne, Tad Ingram, Pamela BurrellOpened 16
December 1993, Gershwin Theatre, 5
performances_____________________________________________________The 1948
British film The Red Shoes is categorized as a musical because it is filled with music and
dance. But there are no songs and turning it into a Broadway musical ended up being a
formidable challenge. The movie has a screenplay by Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger,
who also produced and directed, which was based on a Hans Christian Andersen tale about a
girl who is forced to continually dance in the red shoes with which she was obsessed. The
central character in the British film is ballerina Vicky Page who is discovered and promoted to
stardom by the impresario Boris Lermontov. Vicky falls in love with the ballet company’s
composer Julian Craster which rouses Lermontov’s jealousy. He fires Julian and Vicky quits the
company to be with him, the two getting married and living in London. But she misses dancing
so when Lermontov invites her back to dance the Ballet of the Red Shoes, she cannot help
herself and leaves Julian for Lermontov. On the opening night of the ballet, Julian arrives in
Vicky’s dressing room and insists she choose between him and dancing. She decides to go on
with the performance but before the curtain rises, Vicky is overtaken by the power of the red
ballet slippers on her feet. She rushes to the train station to find Julian and jumps from a
balcony into the path of an approaching train. Before she dies, Vicky asks Julian to remove the
red shoes from her feet. Lermontov does not cancel the performance, but presents the entire
ballet with a spotlight showing where Vicky would have been dancing.Such a passionate and
melodramatic tale was presented on the screen expressionistically with colorful
cinematography, outsized performances, and plenty of stylized dance. Ballerina Moria Shearer
made her screen debut as Vicky and her dance sequences, choreographed by Robert
Helpmann, included renowned dancers from the world of ballet. The highlight of the movie is



the seventeen-minute “Red Shoes” ballet seen in rehearsal. The production design by Hein
Heckroth and the music by Brian Easdale were also superb. The Red Shoes was an
international runaway success, the first British movie to gross over $5 million, and today ranks
among the very best of all films to come out of Great Britain. The movie is a cult favorite with all
kinds of dancers. (It is the film the auditionees keep mentioning in A Chorus Line.) The Red
Shoes on screen feels like a musical even though no one ever sings. So the question arises:
does it need to sing?Producer Martin Starger thought so and assembled an impressive
creative team to turn The Red Shoes into a Broadway musical: the veteran composer Jule
Styne, Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright Marsha Norman for book and lyrics, director Susan
Schulman who had worked with Norman on the successful The Secret Garden, choreographer
Lar Lubovitch from the American Ballet Theatre, distinguished British actor Roger Rees to play
Lermontov, Margaret Illmann from the National Ballet of Canada to play Vicky, scenic designer
Heidi Landesman (also from The Secret Garden), and on and on. Starger was a Hollywood
producer with limited theatre experience but he knew how to hire the best. But even during the
early workshop performances of The Red Shoes, it was clear things were not working. Starger
and Styne wanted to recreate the film on stage; Norman and Schulman wanted to reimagine
the story as a theatre piece. Styne didn’t like Norman’s lyrics and asked his old collaborator,
composer-lyricist Bob Merrill (Funny Girl, Sugar), to be called in. Merrill never attended
rehearsals but phoned some new lyrics in from California and used “Paul Stryker” in the
program rather than his own name. Starger then fired Schulman and hired Stanley Donen to
direct. Although Donen had directed and/or choreographed some screen classics (On the
Town, Singin’ in the Rain, Seven Brides for Seven Brothers), he had never helmed a Broadway
production. Next to go was actor Rees whose singing voice was deemed too weak and he was
replaced by singer Steve Barton who was not known for his acting. Backstage troubles
continued, Illmann’s solos were cut, then some of Barton’s songs were cut, Starger pushed
back the opening, and The Red Shoes played a whopping fifty-one preview performances by
the time it premiered on December 16, 1993. The reviews ranged from disappointing to
scathing, only Lubovitch’s choreography being appreciated. Linda Winer in Newsday quoted
Lermentov’s line “Even the best magician in the world cannot produce the rabbit out of a hat if
there is no rabbit in the hat." She went on to say, “Despite the ever-changing list of accredited
magicians, good dancers, Lar Lubovitch's professional choreography and Heidi Landesman's
pretty sets, the hat has no rabbit.” The box office was so weak and the large Gershwin Theatre
so empty that Starger closed the show after 5 performances. It is estimated that The Red
Shoes lost close to $8 million, a record at the time.Was the musical all that bad? It is difficult to
judge. So few people saw the show that even word of mouth varies. Those catching the musical
during previews saw a frequently-changing work in progress. For example, the long “Red
Shoes Ballet” was moved from the first act to the second in order to strengthen the musical’s
effectiveness. No cast recording was made and only a few song fragments have been
recorded. The general consensus is that the score for The Red Shoes was not Styne at his
best yet individuals have since expressed the opinion that the music was quite expert, more in
the European romantic tradition than the expected Styne Broadway flavor. The lyrics by two
different lyricists were, to put it mildly, uneven. Norman’s book wavered between old-fashioned
and trying to be innovative. Donen’s direction was deemed sluggish. The performers were
neither praised nor dismissed. The overall reaction by theatergoers is that The Red Shoes was
a non-event enlivened by (some say too much) dance.Because it ran less than a week, the
rules of the Tony Awards at the time stated that The Red Shoes did not qualify for any
nominations. Tony voters needed at least a week to see a show. (Today, the voters are allowed



to see previews.) It is believed that Lubovitch’s choreography would have been nominated and
perhaps won. (Lubovitch won the Fred Astaire Award for his work on The Red Shoes and his
“Red Shoes Ballet” was later added to the repertory of the American Ballet Theatre.) Perhaps
what The Red Shoes will be most remembered for is the dubious distinction of being the last
Broadway credit for both Styne and Merrill; such a pitiful end to such notable careers. Styne
died the next year and Merrill committed suicide in
1998._____________________________________________________SWEET SMELL OF
SUCCESSA musical by John Guare, based on the 1957 screenplay by Clifford Odets, Ernest
Lehman, and novel by Ernest Lehman; music by Marvin Hamlisch; lyrics by Craig
CarneliaDirected by Nicholas Hytner; choreography by Christopher WheeldonCast included
John Lithgow, Brian d’Arcy James, Kelli O’Hara, Jack Noseworthy, Stacey LoganTony Award:
John Lithgow (Best Leading Actor in a Musical);Tony Award nominations: Best Musical; Brian
d’Arcy James (Best Featured Actor in a Musical); John Guare (Best Book of a Musical); Marvin
Hamlisch - music, Craig Carnelia - lyrics (Best Original Score); William David Brohn (Best
Orchestrations); Natasha Katz (Best Lighting Design)Opened 14 March 2002, Martin Beck
Theatre, 109
performances_____________________________________________________Although the
film noir classic Sweet Smell of Success is highly ranked and appreciated today, it was not well
received by the press or the public when released in 1957 and lost money. The movie was
considered too dark, too cynical, and filled with unlikeable characters. It took time and new
perspectives to later make the movie so widely appreciated. Perhaps the same can be said
about the 2002 musical version. Unfortunately, a live theatre production does not have the
luxury of time and Sweet Smell of Success closed after three months of disappointing box
office. Yes, the musical was also dark, cynical, and filled with unlikeable characters. But there
were other aspects of the show that bothered the critics and the patrons, many of whom were
very familiar with the film. Decisions were made by the creative staff that were probably sound
and admirable but, as it turned out, worked against the musical’s chances for success. One
might say that Sweet Smell of Success was too skillful and authentic to become a hit.The film
was based on a novella by Ernest Lehman who used the powerful columnist Walter Winchell
as the model for the main character, J.J. Hunsecker. He can make or break careers with one
mention in his widely-read column and enjoys such power with stoic, even inhuman,
satisfaction. J.J.’s only soft spot is his younger sister Susan whom he loves and protects
fiercely. The ambitious press agent Sidney Falco has been trying to get into J.J.’s good favor
and will do anything to please the columnist. When Susan falls in love with the jazz musician
Steve Dallas, J.J. wants to break up the relationship. Sidney convinces a sleazy rival columnist
to suggest in his column that Dallas is a Communist who smokes marijuana. The item is
published but J.J. slyly defends Dallas in his column, hoping that Dallas, who hates J J., will
walk rather than accept such help and Susan will drop him. The plan backfires and the couple
are closer than ever. Sidney then plants a marijuana cigarette in Dallas’ coat pocket and
informs the police. When Sidney gets a message to go to J.J.’s penthouse apartment, he finds
Susan about to commit suicide by jumping off the balcony. Sidney stops her and J.J. arrives to
find Susan in Sidney’s arms. Susan refuses to verify Sidney’s explanation and J.J. arranges for
the cops to rough up Sidney. Susan walks out on J.J. to be with Dallas. It was a tough-as-nails
screenplay written by Lehman and Clifford Odets. Alexander Mackendrick directed, James
Wong Howe shot the black-and-white film with smoky shadows and harsh neon breaking
through the Manhattan night. Burt Lancaster was icy and stone-faced as J.J., barely raising his
voice yet sending chills with every word he spoke. In contrast, Tony Curtis was a hyperactive



Sidney, desperate, funny and pathetic. Elmer Bernstein’s jazz soundtrack was outstanding.
Neither it or any other element in Sweet Smell of Success was even nominated for an Oscar.
Today it is considered one of the best movies of the 1950s and a highpoint in American film
noir.The biggest challenge in turning such a movie into a Broadway musical was the genre
itself. One is hard pressed to recall any film noir musical, a hit or a miss. There have been
spoofs of the genre, most memorably City of Angels. But to retain the elements of the shadowy
style and tough storytelling of a noir piece and make it sing is moving into uncharted territory.
Scriptwriter John Guare returned to Lehman’s original novel and replaced whole sections of
the story that had been cut from the film, including a very downbeat ending. In fact, the whole
first act of the musical deals mostly with events that occur before the movie begins. Struggling
publicist Sidney Falcone (Brian D’Arcy James) makes every effort to get a promising client to
attract the attention of J.J. Hunsecker (John Lithgow). He thinks pianist-singer Dallas (Jack
Noseworthy) is his meal ticket, not knowing J.J.’s sister Susan (Kelli O’Hara) is seeing Dallas
away from J.J.’s prying eyes. When J.J. shows up at the club where Dallas is performing, Susan
pretends Sidney is an acting partner in her class and Sidney uses the introduction to get into
the infamous columnist’s favor and changes his name to Sidney Falco. Not until the end of the
first act does J.J. discover the Susan-Dallas relationship and hires Sidney to break it up. The
second act follows the film script more closely but the end of the musical is much more bitter.
The cops take Sidney away and the next day J.J. reports in his column that Sidney is dead,
killed during a robbery. As J.J. slyly comments, Sidney would be happy – “he made the
column.”The storyline was not the only significant change from the movie. Lithgow played J.J. in
a totally opposite manner than Lancaster had on the screen. Lithgow’s columnist was smiling,
outwardly friendly, but could in a second turn deadly. It was a mesmerizing performance that
earned him a Tony Award against some tough competition. James’ Sidney was warmer and
less hyper than Curtis in the film, naive at first but growing more dangerous along the way.
Newcomer O’Hara was a commendable Susan and Noseworthy was a moody, standoffish
Dallas. As directed by Nicholas Hytner and designed by Bob Crowley, nighttime Manhattan was
an expressionistic jumble of cold buildings and garish neon. As for the songs, they rarely
resembled the sound of a Broadway score. Marvin Hamlisch’s music was more like jazzy
underscoring in a film than outright tunes and Craig Carnelia’s lyrics were often repetitive like
jazz riffs. The opening “The Column” sets up the all-important need to be mentioned by J.J. as
various characters are introduced. It is an urgent jazz piece filled with desperation punctuated
by acid comments by J.J. A propulsive bossa nova beat is used for J J.’s seductive “Welcome to
the Night” and his only tenderness is revealed in “For Susan” but there is something unhealthy
about his obsession with his sister. Dallas’ nightclub numbers, “I Cannot Hear the City” and
“Don’t Know Where You Leave Off (And I Begin),” are quiet ballads with a cool jazz flavor, far
from typical Broadway fare. Sidney’s girl friend Rita (Stacy Logan) is sincere in her affection in
“Rita’s Tune” which makes it all the more cruel when he convinces her to sleep with a shoddy
columnist to get him to spread some dirt about Dallas. The most blatant song is called just that,
“Dirt,” a chorus number that turns the craving for gossip into an orgasmic exercise. The song
that comes closest to a Broadway showstopper is “Don’t Look Now” which J.J. sings on a
telethon. Ironically cheerful, it declares that theft and betrayal is all part of the game of
life.Sweet Smell of Success was so true to its intention and authenticity that it is little wonder
so few people liked it. The creators seemed hellbent on not making it a mainstream musical
that was accessible to the average Broadway theatergoer. Sometimes doing something the
right way is not the best way. The production opened on March 14, 2002, and it was expected
to be the critical highlight of the season. The press admired the show but had a difficult time



recommending it. Variety stated the musical “has a bit of an identity problem: Is it a Faustian
morality fable about the dangers of power and incestuous sexual desire? A lightly satirical
stage spoof of ink-stained hacks and whiny flacks? Or a romantic vehicle for the songs of
Marvin Hamlisch?” Sweet Smell of Success was nominated for seven Tony Awards, including
Best Musical. (Only Lithgow went home with the statuette.) It was hardly overlooked but neither
was it embraced. One does not embrace a film noir musical. You praise from afar and then
don’t go near it._____________________________________________________GHOST
THE MUSICALA musical by Bruce Joel Rubin, based on his 1990 screenplay; music by Dave
Stewart, Glen Ballard; lyrics by Bruce Joel Rubin, Dave Stewart, Glen BallardDirected by
Matthew Warchus; choreography by Ashley WallenCast included Richard Fleeshman, Caissie
Levy, Bryce Pinkham, Da’Vine Joy Randolph, Michael Balderrama, Moya Angela, Carly
Hughes, Tyler McGee, Lance RobertsTony Award nominations: Da’Vine Joy Randolph (Best
Featured Actress in a Musical); Rob Howell - Scenic Design, Jon Driscoll - Projection Design
(Best Scenic Design of a Musical); Hugh Vanstone (Best Lighting Design of a Musical)Opened
23 April 2012, Lunt-Fontanne Theatre, 136
performances_____________________________________________________Is it possible
for a musical version of a film to be too faithful to the original? That question can be raised
concerning Ghost the Musical which was based on Ghost, the top-grossing movie of 1990.
Besides being a moneymaker, Ghost was that rare combination of a romance, a ghost story,
and a thriller. Bruce Joel Rubin’s Oscar-winning screenplay is a well-structured tale that moves
along quickly. We meet lovers Sam, a banker, and Molly, a sculptor, as they renovate their
Manhattan apartment with the help of Sam’s colleague Carl. After a rather sensual scene in
which Sam and Molly fondle a clay pot and each other, the scene shifts to that night when Sam
is attacked by a mugger and killed when Sam refuses to give him his wallet. While Molly weeps
over the body of Sam, we see the ghost of Sam rise up and much of what follows is told
through Sam’s point of view. It turns out Carl arranged the murder to get the code numbers
from Sam’s wallet because Carl has been laundering money and is in trouble with big-time
drug dealers. Sam finds a quack psychic, Oda Mae Brown, and uses her to communicate with
Molly, hoping to protect her from Carl. Oda Mae, amazed at her new-found powers, reluctantly
helps Sam. There are a lot of intrigues with other ghosts, Carl is killed, and Sam is able to
actually speak to Molly, bidding her goodbye and telling her he loves her – something he had
difficulty doing in life. If the storytelling got a bit contrived, the character of Oda Mae was funny
and down-to-earth and kept the melodrama from getting out of hand. Whoopi Goldberg’s Oscar-
winning performance as Oda Mae certainly helped. The special effects and Maurice Jarre’s
music also contributed to the movie’s appeal. Ironically, the musical highlight was the thirty-five-
year-old song “Unchained Melody” by Alex North (music) and Hy Zaret (lyric), a number that
enjoyed renewed popularity because of Ghost.Rubin adapted his screenplay for the stage
musical version. Perhaps it is more accurate to say he copied his film script and put it on the
stage. The libretto for Ghost the Musical is pretty much a scene-by-scene, character-by-
character copy of the movie. (Even “Unchained Melody” is used.) Director Matthew Warchus
staged the musical in a frame-by-frame homage to the original and there were projections and
specials effects galore to recreate on stage what had been seen on the screen. It was all very
impressive and the set, lighting, and projection designers were each nominated for Tonys. But
it did leave the characters, living and dead, at a disadvantage. As in the film, only Oda Mae
Brown was a fully satisfying character and Da’Vine Joy Randolph certainly deserved her Tony
nomination for her quicksilver performance as Oda Mae. For the many fans of the film, seeing
the musical offered few surprises and that seems to be the way most theatergoers wanted



it.The pop score by Rubin (lyrics), Dave Stewart, and Glen Ballard (music and lyrics) was filled
with heartfelt ballads, some gospel numbers, and a few creepy ghostly songs. All were in the
bombastic vein and several numbers pleased audiences even as they usually held up the
storytelling. The lovers gush over each other with “Here Right Now” and the plot comes to a
dead halt. Sam’s inability to say “I love you” is dragged out endlessly in the song “Three Little
Words.” The gospel number “Are You a Believer?” is a fun way to introduce Oda Mae but it
takes too much time to tell us too little. The show’s big ballad “With You” is pretty but so vague
that it could be sandwiched into any pop score. The one number that brings the musical to life
is Oda Mae’s “I‘m Outta Here” in which she celebrates the large stash of drug money coming
into her possession.Ghost the Musical tried out in Manchester, England, in 2011 then moved
on to London where it opened in the West End in July of that year and ran fifteen months.
Richard Fleeshman and Caissie Levy originated the roles of Sam and Molly in England and
reprised them when the Broadway production opened on April 23, 2012. New to the production
were Da’Vine Joy Randolph and Bryce Pinkham as Oda Mae and Carl. New Yorkers pretty
much saw the London production of Ghost the Musical with only a few minor changes. The
Broadway reviews were mostly negative and the critics spent most of their copy discussing the
technology and how it did or did not help the production. Several notices were not impressed
by the extreme efforts made to recreate the film on stage. As Suzy Evans in Backstage stated,
“Someone needs to tell Ghost that it’s not a movie anymore.” This was clearly an audience
show but not enough people came, the box office intake dwindled, and Ghost the Musical had
to close after four months, the expensive production losing a bundle. But national tours in Great
Britain and the States were more successful and there have since been mountings of Ghost
the Musical in Germany, Austria, Denmark, South Korea, France, and Russia. One wonders
about the future of the musical when it is produced by theatre groups unable to provide all the
expensive special effects and smoke and mirrors. Will it be a stronger show because it is not
exactly like the movie?
_____________________________________________________BULLETS OVER
BROADWAYA musical comedy by Woody Allen, based on the 1994 screenplay by Woody
Allen, Douglas McGrath; music and lyrics by various artistsDirected and choreographed by
Susan StromanCast included Zach Braff, Marin Mazzie, Nick Cordero, Betsy Wolfe, Karen
Ziemba, Vincent Pastore, Lenny Wolpe, Eden Brent, Brooks AshmanskasTony Award
nominations: Woody Allen (Best Book of a Musical); Nick Cordero (Best Featured Actor in a
Musical); Susan Stroman (Best Choreography); Santo Loquasto (Best Scenic Design of a
Musical); William Ivey Long (Best Costume Design of a Musical); Doug Besterman (Best
Orchestrations)Opened 10 April 2014, St. James Theatre, 156
performances_____________________________________________________One of Woody
Allen’s most conventional movies in terms of plotting and comic characters, Bullets Over
Broadway recalled the great Hollywood comedies of the past. The soundtrack was filled with
popular songs from the period so the 1994 film felt like a musical. During the Roaring Twenties,
struggling playwright David Shayne’s drama God of Our Fathers is to be produced on
Broadway but the production is financially backed by mobster Nick Valenti who insists that his
mistress Olive Neal be given a supporting role. Olive is not only a dreadful actress but also a
flirt so she is accompanied by the henchman Cheech to keep an eye on her and report back to
Valenti. Adding tension to the rehearsals is the alcoholic star Helen Sinclair who has taken a
shine to David, much to the distress of his girlfriend Ellen. The leading man, Warner Purcell, is
overeating and getting paunchy even as he pursues Olive which is noticed by Cheech. David
keeps doing rewrites on the script because it isn’t playing as it should and he is surprised when



the uneducated Cheech, who knows nothing about playwriting or the theatre, makes some
very good suggestions. Soon David is using more and more of Cheech’s ideas until he feels
like he is no longer the play’s author. Olive’s acting gets worse and Cheech, who now cares
about the integrity of his play, kills her and makes it look like a gang hit. But Valenti finds out
the truth and has Cheech killed, his dying words to David being how to fix the last scene of the
play.The screenplay by Allen and Douglas McGrath was well structured and beautifully mixed
the backstage and gangster genres, keeping a comic touch that was close enough to reality to
make one care about the characters. Cheech’s transition from uncultured hood to dedicated
artist is at the heart of the movie, just as David’s high ideals crumbling and his discovery that
he is no playwright is the film’s more realistic development. It is these two contrasting
characters that raise Bullets Over Broadway to a high level of comedy. The outstanding
performances certainly helped. John Cusack was first-rate as the idealistic playwright, Chazz
Palminteri was a cunning Cheech, Jennifer Tilly was a merry Olive, and Dianne Wiest won an
Oscar for her eccentric yet believable Helen Sinclair. Allen’s direction was sharp and tight,
keeping a comic pace but not afraid to slow down for character scenes. Over a dozen song
standards were heard on the soundtrack and they often determined the pace of the comedy.
Bullets Over Broadway was a modest success in its day and over the years had grown to
classic comedy status.Talk of turning the movie into a Broadway musical had been circulating
for years when Allen was persuaded to adapt his script in 2014. Although it was never officially
announced, Marvin Hamlisch (music) and Craig Carnelia (lyrics) were to write the score. Allen
was not pleased with the samples they presented so instead a score was fashioned from
period song standards rather than new compositions. Allen wanted the play David writes to still
be a serious drama; no musical-within-a-musical as in Kiss Me, Kate. Allen wrote the stage
version without McGrath and turned over the directing (and choreography) to Susan Stroman,
one of the most successful and in-demand talents on Broadway after hits like Crazy for You
and The Producers. Allen selected the songs with musical director Glen Kelly who also wrote
new lyrics for some numbers in order to tie them into the plot. Allen’s script departs very little
from the screenplay, retaining the same story, characters, and much of the dialogue. Yet often
the musical numbers, as zesty as they were, seemed to intrude on the action and the musical
Bullets Over Broadway sometimes felt long and overextended. Santo Loquasto again did the
lavish sets and Broadway veteran William Ivey Long provided the superb costumes. Stroman
kept the show moving at a brisk pace and came up with some clever choreography but her
approach was closer to a Mel Brooks project than a Woody Allen work. Everything was broad,
in your face, and overdone. Sit-com actor Zach Braff played David as a goofy kid, over-reacting
to everyone and everything. One never believed he could, or even wanted to, write a serious
play. Marin Mazzie pulled out all the stops as Helen Sinclair but her songs added little and all
her energy was more interesting than funny. Only Nick Cordero succeeded as Cheech, even
carrying his tough persona into his singing and dancing. There were some admirable
supporting performances by Karen Ziemba and Brooks Ashmanskas but such niceties couldn’t
save the show.The choice of songs was also questionable. A mixture of well-known favorites,
such as “Let’s Misbehave,” “Tain’t Nobody’s Biz-ness If I Do,” and “I’m Sitting on Top of The
World,” were mixed with more obscure numbers, some of which didn’t support the dramatic
moment. Cheech’s singing “Up a Lazy River” each time he drove off to carry out another
murder was both funny and right. But such an ironic blending of song and situation happened
too seldom in the show. Helen Sinclair’s big “I am” song, “There’s a Broken Heart for Every
Light on Broadway,” was thematically right but musically disappointing. Bullets Over Broadway
opened to mixed or unfavorable reviews on April 10, 2014. The bad notices were not so much



vehement as they were disappointed. Marilyn Stacio in Variety perhaps spoke for many when
she wrote, “Everyone hoped Bullets Over Broadway would be the show to get those flickering
Broadway lights blazing again. In certain wonderful ways … Woody Allen’s showbiz musical is
the answer to a Broadway tinhorn’s prayer. Surprisingly, though, the book is feeble on laughs,
and certain key performers don’t seem comfortable navigating the earthy comic idiom of
burlesque. So, let’s call it close — but no cigar.” Bullets Over Broadway managed to run only
nineteen weeks, a major financial failure in the tough economics of Broadway. Does this mean
that Allen’s films are not good fodder for the musical theatre? Probably not, but the transition
from screen to stage with an Allen work is always going to be
problematic._____________________________________________________AMÉLIEA
musical by Craig Lucas, based on the 2001 screenplay by Jean-Pierre Jeunet, Guillaume
Laurant; music by Daniel Messé; lyrics by Nathan Tysen, Daniel MesséDirected by Pam
MacKinnon; musical staging by Sam PinkletonCast included Phillipa Soo, Adam Chanler-Berat,
Hariett D. Foy, Manoel Felciano, Alison Cimmet, Heath Calvert, Savvy Crawford, Alyse Alan
Louis, Maria-Christina Oliveras, Tony SheldonOpened 3 April 2017, Walter Kerr Theatre, 56
performances_____________________________________________________The quirky
French film Amélie was a surprise hit in 2001, capturing the fascination of moviegoers
worldwide and becoming the most financially successful French movie yet made. The plot,
characters, look, and sound of the film are slightly expressionistic yet the romantic comedy is
accessible on many levels. It is beautiful to look at (green, red and yellow predominate the
color palette), the acting is comic and engaging, the story filled with oddball twists, and the
music by Yann Tiersen is hypnotic. Director Jean-Pierre Jeunet wrote the screenplay with
Guillaume Laurant and it is more episodic than linear. The Parisian waitress Amélie, coming
from an eccentric family, works at the Café des 2 Moulins in Montmartre and is as shy as she
is observant. She gets indirectly involved with a variety of interesting characters, ranging from a
fragile artist, who has “glass bones” and paints a new copy of the same Renoir masterpiece
every year, to her painfully romantic landlady who insists on reading aloud the love letters from
her unfaithful and deceased husband. When Amélie finds a young boy’s tin box full of little
treasures hidden in the wall of her apartment, she searches for and finds the elderly owner and
anonymously returns it to him, sparking memories and a new spirit in the old man. This
encourages Amélie to become another altruistic figure like Princess Diana or Mother Teresa.
Some of her good deeds succeed, some fall flat. Amélie arranges a match between a
hypochondriac salesgirl and a jealous café patron but it sours because he is so suspicious. On
the other hand, she takes little bits of revenge on the cruel grocer because he treats his half-
witted assistant so poorly. In the most memorable sequence, Amélie steals her father’s garden
gnome and gives it to an airline stewardess friend who takes pictures of the statue in various
places around the world, mailing them to the father and boggling his mind. (This traveling
gnome idea was later used as an advertising gimmick in Travelocity commercials.) Amélie has
fallen in love from afar with Nino, a man who collects torn pieces of snapshots from photo
booths and pieces them together into a scrapbook. She plays a long cat-and-mouse game with
him before finding the courage to actually meet Nino for a romantic ending. Amélie defies a
coherent description yet watching it the film is a fantastical joyride.This kind of French wistful
fantasy is very difficult to transfer to the American stage and the very nature of this magical
realism does not easily lend itself to song and dance. Craig Lucas, who had successfully
adapted another fragile piece, the book and film The Light in the Piazza, managed to get a lot
of the movie into his libretto. The ensemble cast played many roles, including Amélie’s pet
goldfish and her father’s garden gnome (both of whom get to sing!). Director Pam MacKinnon



and her design staff gave the musical a stylized look and staging, recalling the unconventional
feel of the movie. But it was the score by Daniel Messé (music and lyrics) and Nathan Tysen
(lyrics) that often broke the spell. The musical styles are all over the map with some songs
capturing the delicacy and enigmatic tone of the film, others coming across as jarring and out
of place. This was particularly true of the title character. One of the marvels of the movie was
Audrey Tatuou’s quixotic performance as Amélie. One was never sure of what she was thinking
or why she was behaving the way she did. In the musical, Amélie sang her thoughts and the
mystery was gone. Sometimes these musical revelations were effective, as when both the
young (Savvy Crawford) and adult Amélie (Phillipa Soo) sang the duet “Halfway,” recalling
mother’s geometry lesson about time and distance and seeing it as a metaphor for life. Also
moving was the duet with Amélie and the “glass-boned” artist (Tony Sheldon) looking at the
Renoir painting and pondering on “The Girl with the Glass.” Nino (Adam Chanler-Berat) gets a
lovely number about the magic of the photo booth with “When the Booth Goes Bright.”
Unfortunately, some other songs have a harsh quality with a hollow Broadway belt about them.
The score reaches some kind of low point when Amélie imagines pop star Elton John (Randy
Blair) singing the rock song “Goodbye, Amélie” to her. The scene, not in the film, is a parallel to
John’s musical tribute at Princess Diana’s funeral. Nothing could be further, musically, from the
spirit of the movie.After receiving enthusiastic notices at the Berkeley Repertory Theatre and in
Los Angeles, Amélie opened on Broadway on March 9, 2017, to decidedly mixed reviews.
Some critics found Soo a delightful Amélie, others thought both the character and the
performance lacking the film’s radiance. While the production was lauded for its scintillating
look and graceful direction, most notices found fault with the songs. Critic Diane Synder
perhaps best summed up the critical reaction in the Telegraph with, “Despite plenty of talent
onstage and off, Amélie is a series of playful moments that don’t add up to a memorable
musical.” When the show did not receive any Tony nominations, Amélie called it quits after two
months. Yet the musical has found audiences elsewhere and productions in Japan, Great
Britain, Finland, and Australia have proven to be both satisfying and successful. Since the
movie was an international hit, more productions around the world will most likely follow. In
time Amélie will also find a home in regional theatres across America. The relatively simple
production values are very appealing, affection for the film remains strong, and the musical has
much to offer._____________________________________________________TOOTSIEA
musical comedy by Robert Horn, based on the 1982 screenplay by Larry Gelbart, Murray
Schisgal; music and lyrics by David YazbekDirected by Scott Ellis; choreography by Denis
JonesCast included Santino Fontana, Lilli Cooper, Andy Grotelueschen, John Behlmann, Julie
Halston, Michael McGrath, Reg Rogers, Sarah StilesTony Awards: Robert Horn (Best Book of
a Musical); Santino Fontana (Best Actor in a Musical); Tony Award nominations: Best Musical;
David Yazbek (Best Score for a Musical); Andy Grotelueschen (Best Actor in a Featured Role
in a Musical); Lilli Cooper (Best Actress in a Featured Role in a Musical); Sarah Stiles (Best
Actress in a Featured Role in a Musical); Scott Ellis (Best Direction of a Musical); Denis Jones
(Best Choreography); William Ivey Long (Best Costumes for a Musical); Simon Hale (Best
Orchestrations)Opened 23 April 2019, Marquis Theatre, 293
performances_____________________________________________________Generally
speaking, the more famous and beloved a film is the more difficult it is to convert it into a
Broadway musical. The 1982 movie Tootsie is ranked high on any list of the best American
comedies so it poses more problems than most film-to-stage adaptations. Tootsie is about
show business (television soap operas) but is not about music so introducing songs without
weakening this near-perfect screenplay is the big challenge. Several hands worked on the



screenplay for Tootsie. Don McGuire and Larry Gelbart came up with the story, Gelbart and
Murray Schisgal are the credited writers, Barry Levinson and Elaine May made important
contributions to the script, and actor Bill Murray provided some of his character’s funny one-
liners. Regardless of how many cooks there were, Tootsie turned out to be a feast with
comedy, romance, and satire all blended together into a movie classic. Talented but
temperamental actor Michael Dorsey can’t get work because word is out that he is difficult to
work with. Hearing from his actress-girlfriend Sandy that a TV soap opera is auditioning for a
new character, the middled-aged hospital administrator Emily Kimberly, Michael dresses up as
a woman and goes to the audition. He hopes the gig will pay well enough to help his roommate
Jeff Slater produce a play he has been trying to fund. At the audition, Michael, going by the
name Dorothy Michaels, plays Emily as a strong-willed, no-nonsense feminist and the
producers like it so he gets hired. The television audiences are thrilled and soon Emily is a very
popular character and Dorothy is a star. Michael is drawn to the attractive actress Julie Nichols
in the cast and she finds a close friend in Dorothy but when he approaches her out of costume
and makeup as Michael Dorsey, Julie is not interested. But the older actor John Van Horn and
Julie’s father Les are both very interested in Dorothy and things get complicated. The character
of Emily is such a hit on the series that they offer Michael/Dorothy a year contract but he wants
out of the sticky situation. When one of the episodes of the soap is forced to go live, Michael
uses it as an opportunity to improvise, tearing off his wig and revealing that Emily is really her
twin brother Edward in disguise. Audiences are stunned, Les and Van Horn are baffled, and
Julie is furious. Michael gets the money to give to Jeff for his play and, after some time, Michael
and Julie meet and both admit they miss “Dorothy” and will try to start over without her.While
the plot of the film reads like farce, Sydney Pollack directed Tootsie as high comedy with fully-
developed characters, scenes of tenderness amidst the comic complications, and a satirical
look at show business, in particular the TV soap opera phenomenon. The film is remembered
for its outstanding performances: Dustin Hoffman (who has a reputation for being a
perfectionist and sometimes difficult to work with) as Michael/Dorothy, Jessica Lange as Julie,
Bill Murray as Jeff, Teri Garr as Sandy, Charles Durning as Les, George Gaynes as Van Horn,
and Dabney Coleman, Geena Davis, and Pollack himself in supporting roles. Tootsie was a
giant hit, grossing over $5 million its first weekend and going on to become one of the most
successful comedies to ever come out of Hollywood. That said, Tootsie is a product of its time
and there are aspects of the 1980s mentality that do not amuse some people today. Lecherous
men pawing women was considered a joke. Weak women needed someone like Dorothy to
give them strength. These are dated concepts today. Also much changed since 1982 is the
popularity of TV soap operas. Most have gone off the air and, though there are still some
ardent fans, the genre doesn’t generate the same kind of celebrity that it did in the 1980s. All of
this was taken into consideration when Tootsie was developed into a musical. But there was
another issue that was overlooked and would eventually backfire on the whole project: the
transgender aspect. Men dressing as women for comic effect goes back centuries and in 1982
Michael’s awkward predicament of being a male posing as a woman seemed harmless. Not so
in 2019. The trans community and those who sympathize with trans people were (and are)
more sensitive about comedy built on making fun of those who willingly choose to change
gender. Jokes about hidden genitals, artificial breasts, wigs and high heels have become
symbols of transphobia. This is something the all-male, all “cisgender” authors of Tootsie were
either not aware of or chose to ignore. It would prove to be a major mistake.The first decision
was to place the story in the New York City of today. The script by Robert Horn retains the
premise of the film but changes many of the details. Instead of Michael/Dorothy becoming



famous from the soaps, it is through a Broadway show that he/she thrives. The musical is a
Romeo and Juliet sequel called Juliet’s Curse and Michael/Dorothy is cast in the supporting
role of the Nurse. Julie plays Juliet and is again the object of Michael’s affection. During
rehearsals, Michael as Dorothy makes suggestions which pleases the cast and the producer, if
not the director, and before long Dorothy is featured and the musical is retitled Juliet’s Nurse
and is reset in the 1950s. Once again a special bond develops between Julie and Dorothy
which is ruined when he/she kisses her and says he loves her. On opening night the musical
and Dorothy are both a hit. Then at curtain call Michael takes off his wig, reveals that he is an
actor who was desperate for a job, and asks forgiveness from everyone. Julie reacts by
kneeing him in the groin. The story ends similarly to the film with Michael and Julie eventually
connecting because of “Dorothy.”In addition to plot alterations, the nature of the characters
have also changed. Whereas Michael in the movie considered sex rather casually (he sleeps
with Sandy when she discovers him undressed and about to try on some women’s clothes), in
the musical Michael is more focused on his acting, his falling in love with Julie more innocent,
and he is less of a guy on the make. Also, Michael begins to understand women better once he
has been in their heels. Julie is not such a helpless woman taken advantage of my men, such
as her director. In the musical her friendship with Dorothy is not that of a feminist coaching a
waif. In fact, there is a lesbian attraction which reveals Julie to be a bit more worldly wise than
in the film. Sandy is changed from Michael’s neglected girlfriend to his ex-lover who is still
struggling to get over him. The aging ladies’ man Van Horn is changed to the young, beefy
reality-TV star Max, cast as Romeo’s brother, who is more of a goof than a threat. Gone is
Julie’s father Les as well as any jokes about latent homosexual feelings which were sure to get
a laugh in 1982. While the movie was a wry commentary on television production, the musical
is an allout satire not only on the theatre business but on musicals themselves, from auditions
and rehearsals to opening night jitters. This is reflected in the songs as well as the script, such
as having the opening number called “Opening Number” in which exposition is dumped onto
the stage without shame. Dorothy auditions with the sweet but vapid “I Won’t Let You Down”
and there is a tender duet for Dorothy and Julie titled “Who Are You?” But most of the score is
jazzy and sarcastic, as with Sandy’s melt-down number “(I Know) What’s Gonna Happen,”
Max’s illiterate love serenade “This Thing,” and Jeff’s helpful/hurtful song of advice “Jeff Sums
It Up.” Some numbers sung by the whole cast move the plot along, such as “I Like What She’s
Doing” illustrating how Dorothy manages to take over the Shakespeare musical, while others
are endless and repetitive songs that just fill in space, as with “Unstoppable” and “The Most
Important Night”Scott Ellis directed Tootsie without much subtlety so many of the characters,
delightful as they were, became caricatures. Only Santino Fontana was able to explore the
many levels of Michael/Dorothy and still be a lot of fun. When the show opened on April 23,
2019, Fontana and the script were unanimously applauded by the press. The score by David
Yazbek met with mixed notices, some reviewers finding it tuneful and enjoyable, others feeling
the songs were so uninteresting that they stopped the show cold each time they interrupted the
action. Adam Feldman in Time Out New York spoke for more than one critic when he wrote,
“This is the rare musical in which the book outshines the score. At their best, David Yazbek’s
songs are densely wordy and nervy; elsewhere, they are merely agreeable, and sometimes a
skosh underbaked. But Tootsie is packed with great zingers and character jokes, and director
Scott Ellis’s bright, snappy production has assembled a murderer’s row of actors to put them
over.” While Fontana got the lion’s share of the acting kudos, there were cheers for the whole
cast, in particular Lilli Cooper’s Julie, John Behlmann’s Max, Sarah Stiles’ Sandy and Andy
Grotelueschen’s Jeff. Notices also acknowledged costume designer William Ivey Long who not



only did modern, Renaissance, and 1950s costumes but had fun transitioning from the
Shakespeare attire to the mid-century look right on stage. All in all, Tootsie was recommended
by the press. The Tony committee was of a similar frame of mind, nominating the show for
eleven awards including Best Musical. Fontana’s performance and Horn’s script were the only
winners. Not soon after opening, disgruntled sounds were heard from the trans community.
Soon the social media was ablaze with complaints about the transphobic nature of the show.
Not only did the transgender community (which consists of many theatergoers) boycott Tootsie
but hundreds of others made a point on Twitter and Facebook that they too would not attend a
musical that was so insensitive to transgender people. It is impossible to calculate in dollars
how much this controversy hurt Tootsie but it must have been significant. Business was steady
through the summer but faltered in the fall and Tootsie closed after the 2019 holiday season,
running 293 performances without turning a profit. National tours and a West End production
will eventually pay back its investors but they too will face the transphobia issue in every major
city where Tootsie plays. The future of the musical, once it is available to other theatre groups,
cannot be determined accurately. It will probably depend on the community and how Tootsie is
viewed, as an old-fashioned musical comedy or an insensitive out-of-date show.Chapter
ThreePlopped on the StageOne might think that turning a movie musical into a Broadway
musical is a no-brainer. Just take the story, characters, and songs and plop them onto the
stage. But musicals conceived with the big screen in mind do not include many of the elements
necessary to creating a successful stage musical. Film musicals usually run under two hours,
in most cases have six or eight songs, and use visuals to establish character and tell the story.
Bringing such a piece into a theatre means not only more song and dance but character
development that can hold an audience’s interest over a longer period of time. Add to that the
ongoing problem that Hollywood musicals are known for theirs stars, classic songs, and
memorable dance sequences. Getting theatergoers to temporarily forget them so they can
accept a new vision is far from easy. It does happen on occasion, as with such film-to-stage
musical hits as Thoroughly Modern Millie, Mary Poppins, The Who’s Tommy, and the Disney
animated musicals. Discussed in this chapter are some of the movie musicals that did not
transition successfully to
Broadway._____________________________________________________MEET ME IN ST.
LOUISA musical comedy by Hugh Wheeler, based on the 1944 screenplay by Irving Brecher,
Fred F. Finklehoffe; music and lyrics by Hugh Martin and Ralph BlaneDirected by Louis Burke;
choreography by Joan BrickhillCast included Donna Kane, Courtney Peldon, George Hearn,
Charlotte Moore, Milo O’Shea, Betty Garrett, Jason Workman, Juliet Lambert, Rachel
GrahamTony Award nominations: Best Musical; Hugh Wheeler (Best Book of a Musical); Hugh
Martin, Ralph Blane (Best Score for a Musical); Joan Brickhill (Best Choreography)Opened 2
November 1989, Gershwin Theatre, 252
performances_____________________________________________________The 1944
MGM movie musical Meet Me in St. Louis is a beloved classic, an intimate portrait of an
American family told through four seasons from 1903 to 1904, leading up to the Louisiana
Exposition, better known as the St. Louis World’s Fair. Based on a series of short stories by
Sally Benson titled “5135 Kensington,” first published in The New Yorker magazine, Meet Me in
St. Louis was a musical valentine, brimming with nostalgia for a simpler time. As gently directed
and exquisitely designed by Vincente Minnelli, the film was a charming slice of Americana and
the perfect vehicle for its star Judy Garland. Meet Me in St. Louis was the second-highest
grossing picture of the year and three of its songs by Hugh Martin and Ralph Blane, “The Boy
Next Door,” “The Trolley Song,” and “Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas,” engrained



themselves in the collective conscious almost instantly. It is completely understandable that
producers would want to bring Meet Me in St. Louis to the Broadway stage.The Smith Family of
5135 Kensington Avenue in St. Louis, Missouri, is in eager anticipation of the World’s Fair set
to be hosted in their home town in the spring of 1904. Esther, the middle child of the Smith
brood, is not only atwitter over the forthcoming event, but she also has her eye on her shy next-
door neighbor John Truitt. Starting in the summer of 1903, she begins wending her way
through a series of awkward stratagems to win his affections (including a rollicking ride
onboard a trolley to the see the construction of the fairgrounds). When fall arrives, the Smiths
learn that their father has been offered a promotion that would move the clan to New York City,
separating Esther from John and possibly keeping the family from attending the fair.
Undaunted, Esther continues her efforts to have John fall in love with her. Christmas arrives
and the Smiths are gloomy over spending their last holiday in St. Louis. On Christmas Eve,
John proposes to Esther and she accepts. Her littlest sister Tootie, however, has a meltdown
over the impending move, witnessed by Mr. Smith who has a change of heart. He declares that
he will forego his promotion and the family will remain in St. Louis. It is the merriest of
Christmases for the Smiths. When spring arrives, they indeed attend the exposition dressed in
their finery. Esther and John are arm-in-arm, and the lights of the fair provide the sparkling
backdrop to their romantic happily-ever-after.The film of Meet Me In St. Louis had the three
aforementioned Hugh Martin and Ralph Blane numbers, as well as a handful of other
American folk and Tin Pan Alley ditties such as “Skip to My Lou,” “Under the Bamboo Tree,”
and the title song rounding out the score. It was not, however, a lengthy score and, for
Broadway, they were going to need more music. Martin and Blane, who were still alive forty-five
years after writing the film score, were brought onboard to compose a dozen new numbers.
Their efforts, fun and breezy individually, did little to deepen the story and often slowed down
an already inflated production. One song, titled simply “Banjos,” was nothing more than an
overwrought, overlong celebration of, you guessed it, banjos. Still, there were charms to be
found in a few numbers such as the sentimental “Wasn’t it Fun?,” the Old World flavored “A
Touch of the Irish,” and the romantic “Diamonds in the Starlight.”Casting the central character
of Esther Smith would prove to be one of the biggest challenges in putting on a stage
adaptation of Meet Me in St. Louis. Judy Garland’s iconic performance as Esther in the film
loomed over the production like a specter. How could anyone hope to hold a candle to that
distinctive voice or that beguiling performance? A national search was conducted and a young
actress named Donna Kane was chosen. Possessing a lovely voice in its own right, and
bringing a plucky spunk to the role, Kane did her level best to make the part her own. It was
impossible, however, to erase what so many audience members brought with them when they
entered the theatre: the memory of Judy and the indelible stamp she had left on their hearts.
The rest of the cast did well with what they were given, their characters written like cardboard
cutouts of their film counterparts. Stage veterans such as George Hearn, Charlotte Moore,
Betty Garrett, and Milo O’Shea in the adult roles deserved better, but they were game for
keeping everything light and breezy.To reimagine Meet Me In St. Louis for the Broadway stage,
seasoned book writer Hugh Wheeler, who had done a masterful job adapting Ingmar
Bergman’s film Smiles of a Summer Night into A Little Night Music and Christopher Bond’s play
Sweeney Todd into a musical of the same name, was enlisted to rework the Irving Brecher and
Fred Finklehoffe screenplay. The result was disappointing. Where Meet Me in St. Louis
struggled the most in its transition from film to stage was in what it lost: the intimacy. The film
was not typical of the MGM spectaculars of its day. It focused on the Smith family, and Minnelli
had kept the camera fixed in close-ups and mostly set inside their home. Onstage, an attempt



was made to both open up the story as well as capture the film’s opulence. This led to an
oversized show, bursting with scenery, and a bump-and-go trolley that worked its way around
the stage. The performers got lost amidst the spectacle and size and any nuance the film had
achieved was vanquished on the stage. Director Louis Burke served more as a traffic cop,
moving actors around the scenery like chess pieces. Choreographer Joan Brickhill, however,
provided some energetic choreography, high-stepping chorus numbers and some lovely
moments of ballroom dance.Meet Me in St. Louis opened on Broadway at the Gershwin
Theatre on November 2, 1989, perfectly and intentionally timed for the holidays. For the first
few months (until the usual January slump) the show enjoyed brisk box office. After that, it
began to wane. Critics were mostly dismissive of the musical, feeling as though a Hollywood
classic had once again been plunked clumsily down on the stage. Frank Rich of The New York
Times queried why anyone would buy tickets for the show when the film (and Garland’s
performance) could be watched on video cassette? When the Tony Awards rolled around, Meet
Me In St. Louis received four nominations including Best Musical, but these were seen
predominantly as “filler” nominations in a lean season. Two other shows, Grand Hotel and City
of Angels, were considered far more fresh and imaginative fare. Meet Me In St. Louis went
home empty-handed. An extremely restructured version of the stage production of Meet Me in
St. Louis, including script rewrites, new songs added, and others excised, was made available
for licensing. It has enjoyed success in regional, community, and high school
theatres._____________________________________________________STATE FAIRA
musical comedy by Tom Briggs, Louis Mattioli, based on the 1945 screenplay by Oscar
Hammerstein; music by Richard Rodgers; lyrics by Oscar HammersteinDirected by James
Hammerstein, Randy Skinner; choreography by Randy SkinnerCast included John Davidson,
Kathryn Crosby, Andrea McArdle, Donna McKechnie, Scott Wise, Ben WrightTony Award
nominations: Richard Rodgers - music, Oscar Hammerstein - lyrics (Best Score for a Musical);
Scott Wise (Best Featured Actor in a Musical)Opened 27 March 1996, Music Box Theatre, 110
performances_____________________________________________________Rodgers and
Hammerstein’s first and only original screen musical was the 1945 20th Century-Fox movie
State Fair. It is not surprising that the piece eventually ended up on Broadway; what is
surprising is that it took over fifty years! State Fair was similar to the team’s recent Broadway
smash Oklahoma! in its midwestern setting, rural characters, and rustic humor. Based on a
novel by Philip Stong, which had been made into a non-musical film in 1933, State Fair was
lightweight material, to say the least, but the kind that could be easily and effectively
musicalized. The resulting movie was a highly entertaining, pleasantly old-fashioned piece of
Americana. Hammerstein’s libretto stuck closely to the book and the earlier movie. As the
Frake family prepares to leave their farm for the Iowa State Fair, the father Abel makes a bet
with a pessimistic neighbor that his boar Blue Boy will win the top prize and that every family
member will have a great time at the fair. His wife Melissa is entering her homemade
mincemeat in the competition, son Wayne is hoping to win his prizes on the midway, and
daughter Margy is looking forward to getting away from her dull fiancé. At the fair Wayne falls
into a too-casual romance with a band singer, Emily Edwards, and Margy is attracted to the
newsman Pat Gilbert. Although Blue Boy and the mincemeat both win ribbons, the younger
Frakes are less lucky in love. The already-already-married Emily realizes she has no future
with the naive Wayne and Pat rushes off when he learns of a job at a Chicago newspaper.
Returning home, Wayne happily goes back to his old girl friend. Abel claims his bet and, when
Margy hears from Pat that he wants to marry her, she is overjoyed, so the neighbor admits that
all had a good time at the fair and pays upCharles Winninger, a film father favorite going back



to the screen Show Boat in 1936, was ideally cast as Abel Frake in the musical version of State
Fair. Fox wanted their in-house ingenue Alice Faye for his daughter Margy. Faye surprised the
studio and the world by abruptly retiring in 1944, so up-and-coming Jeanne Crain was cast,
even though her singing had to be dubbed. The rising singing star Dick Haymes was chosen to
play her brother and the erstwhile maternal actress Fay Bainter played their mother. To contrast
the folksy Frake family, Dana Andrews and Vivian Blaine brought a tough, urban edge to the
characters that the Frake siblings fall in love with. State Fair did not require a full Broadway-like
score so Rodgers and Hammerstein made sure each song counted, from the opening “Our
State Fair” that introduces the family as the song bounces through the household, to the merry
“All I Owe Ioway,” a sillier version of the boastful “Oklahoma.” The numbers for the city
characters had a touch of swing and jazz and Rodgers wrote one of his most infectious waltz
melodies for “It’s a Grand Night for Singing.” The highlight of the superb score is “It Might As
Well Be Spring,” a tender character song that would not be out of place in a more
adventurously integrated musical. The number became the most famous in the popular score,
winning the Academy Award for Best Song.In the 1960s, most studios were remaking their old
black and white pictures so it was not surprising that in 1962 Fox wanted a new, colorful State
Fair with a young cast that would appeal to the ever-younger moviegoers. The new version
expanded the screenplay, padding out the thin story to nearly two hours, re-orchestrated some
of the numbers to make them sound more contemporary, and added five new songs. Since
Hammerstein had died in 1960, the screenplay was by studio writers who reset the tale in
Texas because that location was considered less cornfed than Iowa. Rodgers wrote both music
and lyrics for the new numbers, none of them coming anywhere near the quality of the originals
in either music or lyrics. Character actor Tow Ewell was well cast as the father and the studio
pulled off a real coup in getting Alice Faye to come out of seventeen years of retirement to play
the mother. Popular singers (but limited actors) Pat Boone (Wayne) and Bobby Darin (Pat)
were paired with the vivacious Ann-Margaret (Emily) and the vapid Pamela Tiffin (Margy) and
there wasn’t a spark of chemistry in the whole quartet. The new State Fair was meant to be a
1960s pop musical and as such it did very well at the box office.Although it was seen on the
screen twice, State Fair did not appear on stage until a 1969 production at the St. Louis
Municipal Opera. The two screenplays were turned into a stage libretto and songs from both
movie versions were used. The “Muny” being a huge outdoor theatre, real animals could be
used (including the prize hog Blue Boy) and the fair midway was recreated on the mammoth
stage. Because of its large scale, few other theatres considered producing the stage State Fair
until a rewritten, scaled-down version arrived on Broadway twenty-seven years later. This
version came from the most unlikely of sources. By 1996, most theatregoers assumed the old
and venerated Theatre Guild was dead, not having seen its name on a playbill for several
seasons. The organization existed on paper at least and the remaining Guild directors decided
to once again produce a new Rodgers and Hammerstein musical. (It was the Guild who had
first presented the duo’s Oklahoma!, Carousel, and Allegro.) This stage version of State Fair
was put together to tour the country and was less than Broadway quality in its sets and
costumes. Familiar personalities John Davidson and Kathryn Crosby were cast as the parents
to appeal to the regional audiences but the younger characters were played by Broadway pros
Donna McKechnie (Emily), Andrea McArdle (Margy), Scott Wise (Pat), and Ben Wright
(Wayne). The Guild liked what they saw and wanted it on Broadway, but the funds were not
there until veteran producer David Merrick, who also hadn’t been represented on Broadway for
several seasons, came up with the cash and New York saw a “new” Rodgers and Hammerstein
musical.When the show opened on Broadway on March 27, 1996, critics complained about the



threadbare road production and declared the libretto dated without being charming. Perhaps
the harshest criticism came from Jeremy Gerard in Variety who pulled no punches, stating,
“Innocuous and empty-headed, State Fair tries awfully hard to please, but the joy it offered in
1945 was ersatz, and the joy it offers today is ersatz in amber.” Yet the score was not to be
dismissed, featuring not only numbers from both movie versions but also lesser-known songs
from the team’s Me and Juliet, Allegro, Pipe Dream and even two songs cut from Oklahoma!:
“Boys and Girls Like You and Me” and “When I Go Out Walking With My Baby.” Randy Skinner
provided the energetic choreography and co-directed with Oscar’s son James Hammerstein,
and the result was far from the yawn that the critics declared. The production held on for fifteen
weeks then closed deep in the red. The Tony Award committee nominated State Fair for Best
Original Score based on the four Rodgers and Hammerstein songs never heard on Broadway
before. Merrick, feisty as ever in his final days, sued the Tony Awards for not considering the
entire score; it went to court and he lost. Also nominated was Scott Wise for Best Featured
Actor in a Musical. The stage State Fair marked the end of two long and notable careers, those
of Merrick and the Theatre Guild. The idea of a “new” Rodgers and Hammerstein musical that
was suitable for summer stock and schools struck the Rodgers and Hammerstein Organization
as a possible gold mine and they were not shy in promoting the show to their many customers.
Although it is far from joining the ranks of The Sound of Music and Oklahoma!, the stage
version of State Fair has entered the repertory of oft-produced Rodgers and Hammerstein
musicals._____________________________________________________HIGH SOCIETYA
musical comedy by Arthur Kopit, based on the 1956 screenplay by John Patrick; music and
lyrics by Cole Porter, new lyrics by Susan BirkenheadDirected by Christopher Renshaw, Des
McAnuff; musical staging by Lar Lubovitch, Wayne CilentoCast included Melissa Errico,
Stephen Bogardus, Daniel McDonald, John McMartin, Randy Graff, Lisa Banes, Anna
Kendrick, Marc Kudisch, Daniel GerrollTony Award nominations: John McMartin (Best Featured
Actor in a Musical); Anna Kendrick (Best Featured Actress in a Musical)Opened 27 April 1998,
St. James Theatre, 144
performances_____________________________________________________By the time
High Society opened on Broadway in 1998, it had a sixty-year history and a rather classy
pedigree. From a classic high comedy on Broadway to a memorable star-studded Hollywood
film to a dazzling Cole Porter movie musical, the property had enjoyed quite a run of good
fortune. But such luck did not continue with the stage musical version despite a lot of talent
involved and an encouraging track record on its way to Broadway. It all started with Philip
Barry’s 1939 play The Philadelphia Story, a sophisticated and delectable American comedy of
manners. The basic plot (and many of the witty lines) would remain unchanged through the
piece’s many transformations. On the eve of her wedding to the stuffy millionaire George
Kittridge, the spoiled heiress Tracy Lord is visited in her Philadelphia Mainline mansion by two
men who give her second thoughts. One is her ex-husband, C.K. Dexter Haven, who is still
liked by Tracy’s family, particularly her younger sister Dinah. The other man is the radical
journalist Mike Connor who has come with the wisecracking photographer Liz Imbrie to cover
the wedding for a popular magazine. To avoid a scandal, the family pretends that Uncle Willie is
really Tracy’s father because her real father is off philandering with a chorus girl in New York.
Although Tracy and her riches represent everything he is against, Mike is drawn to her and the
two go off for a midnight swim. George is shocked, breaks off the engagement, and Dexter
rescues the day by offering to marry Tracy once again since they obviously still love each other.
Katharine Hepburn had played Tracy on Broadway and in the popular 1940 film, thereby
resurrecting her Hollywood career. Her co-stars on screen were Cary Grant (Dexter) and



James Stewart (Mike) and the movie, despite a few minor changes, was as brilliant as the
play.Sixteen years later MGM tempted fate by turning The Philadelphia Story into a movie
musical, hoping that audiences would (temporarily) forget the famous Hepburn film. First of all,
they changed the title to High Society. To write an original score, they hired Cole Porter, the
perfect songwriter for the Barry material. Going in a totally different direction than Hepburn, the
studio cast Grace Kelly who was so different in her sex appeal and classiness that she made
her own Tracy work. For her leading men, MGM brought in major musicals stars. Bing Crosby
played Dexter, now a songwriter who loves jazz, and Frank Sinatra was cast as the journalist
Mike. The location was changed from Philadelphia to Newport, Rhode Island, in order to
include the famous jazz festival and to give an excuse for Louis Armstrong to stop by. Some of
the Barry wit was sacrificed when screenwriter John Patrick abridged the original but Porter’s
lyrics were pretty witty in themselves. The score is arguably the finest set of songs Porter ever
wrote for one movie, from the lyrical ballads “True Love’ and “You’re Sensational” to the tongue-
in-cheek character songs “Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?” and “Well, Did You Evah?” (the last
from a Porter stage score). Perhaps the highlight of this musical feast was Crosby and
Armstrong bringing down the house with “Now You Has Jazz.” Singing and joking and making
love, the cast is in superb form and the chemistry between Kelly and both Crosby and Sinatra
makes the triangle all the more intriguing. (This was Kelly’s last film; she retired after filming
was complete to become the Princess of Monaco.) Charles Walters directed with a touch of
class of his own and High Society was a hit in 1956.Jump ahead another thirty-one years and
the first stage version of High Society was seen in London’s West End with Natasha
Richardson playing Tracy. Richard Eyre adapted the screenplay into a libretto using Porter’s
songs and it ran 420 performances during the 1987-1988 London season. But that production
had nothing to do with a version that was being prepared for Broadway in San Francisco in
1997. This adaptation was written by Arthur Kopit who reset the action at a Long Island
mansion and added Porter songs from various sources to fill out the score. Because some of
these did not quite fit the story or characters, Susan Birkenhead had the unenviable task of
writing some new lyrics for Porter’s music. This High Society tried out at the American
Conservatory Theatre and was well received by the press and the public, its original
engagement extended because of the demand for tickets. Christopher Renshaw directed and
the little choreography needed was done by Lar Lubovitch. Although the goal was Broadway,
no stars were hired but it was indeed a very talented cast. Melissa Errico did her own take on
Tracy, Stephen Bogardus was the radical-thinking Mike, and Daniel McDonald was Dexter.
There were equally superb performers in the supporting roles, including Randy Graff (Liz),
Marc Kudisch (George) and Lisa Banes (Mrs. Lord), but the two who stole all their scenes was
the very young Anna Kendrick as Dinah and the far-from-young John McMartin as Uncle Willie.
High Society smelled like a hit and the advance buzz in New York was very
encouraging.Unfortunately, in previews on Broadway it became clear that the musical was
lacking the sophistication and glamour of the movie. Scenes were rewritten, new songs and
lyrics added and others cut, and Renshaw and Lubovitch were replaced by director Des
McAnuff and choreographer Wayne Cilento. All the changes were in vain for when High Society
opened on April 27, 1998, the reviews were not favorable. Ben Brantley in The New York Times
wrote, “The production's guiding rule appears to be to do whatever is necessary to land a joke
or to sell a song … Numbers that should bubble with dry effervescence are more likely to come
across as a thick ferment of suds.” Errico was deemed talented and energetic but far from the
high society Tracy who undergoes a rather significant transition in the story. It became obvious
in the large St. James Theatre that this was a musical that demanded a marquee-level star.



McDaniel was genial but lacked any sense of aristocratic grace while Bogardus at least carried
off the rough-edged Mike. The only performers to be unanimously extolled were McMartin and
Kendrick; they later received the show’s only Tony Award nominations. Although High Society
was packed with some terrific Porter songs, often they stopped or slowed down the plot,
making the musical seem longer than it actually was. There was also criticism about the
cartoonish sets and costumes, definitely offering a musical comedy world rather than an upper
class environment. High Society struggled to run four months on Broadway but it enjoyed a bit
of an afterlife elsewhere. A British production in 2004 played at the Open Air Theatre at
Regent’s Park, London, then toured, then played in the West End for three months. Also in
London, a well-received 2015 revival by the Old Vic Theatre featured Maria Friedman as Tracy.
In the States, some regional theatres have picked up High Society and had success with it.
Combining random Porter songs with Philip Barry’s sparkling comedy sounds like such a good
idea but it just didn’t work. The same thing happened back in 1980 when Barry’s play Holiday
was turned into the musical Happy New Year with Porter songs and only ran 25 performances
on Broadway. John McMartin might have suspected such; he was in that production as
well._____________________________________________________SATURDAY NIGHT
FEVERA musical by Nan Knighton, based on the 1977 screenplay by Norman Wexler; music
and lyrics by the Bee Gees (Barry, Robin, and Maurice Gibb), etc.Directed and choreographed
by Arlene PhillipsCast included James Carpinello, Paige Price, Paul Castree, Orfeh, Bryan
Batt, Richard H. Blake, Andy Blankenbuehler,, Sean PalmerOpened 21 October 1999, Minskoff
Theatre, 501
performances_____________________________________________________The 1977
Paramount film Saturday Night Fever was a prime example of the new Hollywood musical.
None of the characters sang but the soundtrack pulsated with music that was necessary
mostly for dance. The movie was a giant hit, made a screen star of John Travolta, and gave
disco dancing a much-needed lift. Norman Wexler’s screenplay, inspired by a New York
Magazine article about a Brooklyn disco, centered on the restless youth Tony Manero
(Travolta) who has a dead-end job working in a paint store by day and finds trouble with gangs
and girls at night. Yet on Saturday nights he transforms into a dance sensation at the local
disco club and finds some fleeting joy and meaning to his life. The story followed Tony’s
ambiguous relationship with the ambitious dancer Stephanie Mangano (Karen Lynn Gorney)
who degrades his lifestyle but serves as his dancing partner so that they can win a couples
contest at the disco. They win but Tony, having watched his equally dissatisfied pal Bobby
(Barry Miller) commit suicide by jumping off a bridge, realizes his Saturday night glory is not
the answer. The plot may have resembled a 1950s urban melodrama but Travolta’s magnetic
performance and the Bee Gee’s explosive disco music on the soundtrack made it all seem new
and exciting. Lester Wilson staged the vibrant disco dancing and John Badham’s direction went
right to the nerve. The soundtrack included such hits as “Staying Alive,” “More Than a Woman,”
and “How Deep Is Your Love?” by Barry, Robin, and Maurice Gibb. (The album climbed the
charts.) Saturday Night Fever was one of the most musical films of the 1970s even as it broke
the rules of what a movie musical was.With such vibrant music and so many opportunities for
dance, Saturday Night Fever seemed a natural for Broadway. But the creators of the stage
adaptation made some errors in judgment, the most damaging one being to turn the pop songs
heard in the film into musical theatre numbers sung by characters. Not only did they not fit but
many of the popular songs were less effective when bent to fit situations and characters that
were not in mind when the numbers were written. Several additional songs (“Disco Duck,”
“Boogie Shoes,” “Disco Inferno,” and “Open Sesame”) by various songwriters were added but



they seemed just as out of place and didn’t have the propulsive power of the screen songs.
The story was kept in 1977 to justify the popularity of disco music and dancing and the movie’s
harsh treatment of sex, violence, and drugs was softened in the libretto by Nan Knighton.
Bobby still jumped off the bridge which seemed to make no sense since he had just
participated in a joyous production number. The dramatics in the screenplay often came off as
cheap melodramatics on stage. Only when the show danced did it come truly alive. Saturday
Night Fever opened in London in May of 1998 with Adam Garcia (Tony) and Anita Louise
Combe (Stephanie) heading the cast. Arlene Phillips directed and choreographed the Robert
Stigwood production which ran a year and a half in the huge London Palladium. The critics
were not enthusiastic but audiences were and the large venue often sold out during its first
year. While the show was still running in the West End, the Broadway production opened on
October 21, 1999, with James Carpinello (Tony) and Paige Price (Stephanie) in the leading
roles. Phillips again directed and choreographed and again the press was severe in its
criticism. The major complaint was the way the songs frequently did not fit the characters or the
situations. Only the talented cast and Phillips’ lively disco dancing were applauded by the
critics. Audiences were less particular and enjoyed hearing the song favorites and reliving the
disco era. Saturday Night Fever ran fourteen months but rarely filled the large Minskoff Theatre,
so it closed in the red after 501 performances. It received no Tony Award nominations. Yet the
show has enjoyed a lucrative life on tour in Great Britain and the States, with productions also
in nations as far-flung as South Africa, Argentina, South Korea, and
Spain._____________________________________________________XANADUA musical
fantasy by Douglas Carter Beane, based on the 1980 screenplay by Richard Christian Danus,
Marc Reid Rubel; music and lyrics by Jeff Lynn, John FarrarDirected by Christopher Ashley;
choreography Dan KnechtgesCast included Cheyenne Jackson, Kerry Butler, Tony Roberts,
Jackie Hoffman, Mary TestaTony Award nominations: Best Musical; Douglas Carter Beane
(Best Book of a Musical); Kerry Butler (Best Actress in a Musical); Dan Knechtges (Best
Choreography)Opened 10 July 2007, Helen Hayes Theatre, 512
performances_____________________________________________________Trying to turn
successful movie musicals into Broadway shows has been going on for several decades but it
is rare for a film musical that tanked at the box office to be taken up and turned into a stage
piece. Such was the case with Xanadu, Universal’s 1980 cinema dud which was reimagined by
some clever artists into a delightful Broadway musical satire. Richard Christian Danus and
Marc Reid Rubel concocted the hare-brained screenplay about the frustrated artist Sonny
Malone who is inspired by the muse Clio, who comes down to earth as the mortal Kira, to open
a roller disco in Southern California. He enlists the help of the millionaire Danny Maguire whom
Clio had once inspired years ago to go into performing but he settled for business. Clio is not
allowed to fall in love with any mortal so when Kira does have human feelings for Sonny she
abandons him and returns to Olympus. Danny intercedes and Zeus makes Clio mortal so she
and Sonny are together the day the roller disco opens with a splash. It was all fluffy nonsense
and, less forgivable, it took itself seriously. The Australian pop singer Olivia Newton-John,
highly popular because of her chart records and her recent success in the screen version of
Grease, was cast as Clio/Kira. Her acting abilities, which had been suspect before, were
negligible in Xanadu and she and the bland Michael Beck as Sonny made a lifeless, vapid
couple. The renowned Gene Kelly (in his last screen musical) agreed to play Danny and
insisted on choreographing his Big Band number “Whenever You’re Away from Me” which he
performed with Newton-John. With the rest of the score being disco, the number seemed out of
place but mildly enjoyable. Yet throughout much of the movie Kelly seemed tired and a bit



embarrassed, which he had every right to be. The staging of the other musical numbers by
Jerry Trent and Kenny Ortega was inventive and, in their own weird way, beautiful. The same
could be said for some of the production values. The roller disco palace alone cost $1 million.
Director Robert Greenwald got a bit carried away and the musical, budgeted at $4 million,
ended up costing around $13 million (some estimates run as high as $20 million). The critical
reaction when the movie opened in 1980 was vicious, the critics castigating the romantic leads,
the cockeyed story, and the way the pretentious movie took itself so seriously. Audiences
agreed and Xanadu continues to this day to make the lists of worst film musicals put out by
critics and moviegoers. In fact, Xanadu inspired the creation of the annual Golden Raspberry
Awards (better known today as the Razzies) to recognize the most awful films of the year.What
was not rejected by the press or the public was the soundtrack score. Only the pulsating title
song was written specifically for Xanadu. The vibrant “I’m Alive,” the pleading “Don’t Walk
Away,” the intoxicating “All Over the World,” and the desperate “The Fall” were written earlier by
Jeff Lynne and performed by his Electric Light Orchestra and used in the film. John Farrar
contributed the first-rate “Magic,” “Suddenly,” “Dancin’,” and “Suspended in Time” for Newton-
John to sing, as well as the pastiche 1940s number “Whenever You’re Away from Me” for her
and Kelly. The public ignored the movie Xanadu but they bought the soundtrack album by the
thousands and five of the songs became top singles. Over time, Xanadu became a camp
classic of sorts and a cult following developed. Playwright Douglas Carter Beane was
fascinated with the movie and loved the songs but saw a stage version as a very different thing.
The film just screams of the 1980s, from the disco rage to the roller skating to the fascination
with mythological fantasy, in particular the 1981 movie Clash of the Titans. Beane fashioned a
libretto that retained the earthbound plot of Xanadu and added a second level dealing with the
Greek gods and the muses. In the stage musical, Clio’s sister muses Melpomene and Calliope
are jealous of the special attention Zeus always gives Clio so they use their magic powers to
make her fall in love with a mortal. Such a thing is forbidden by Mount Olympus and means
certain death. Their plot seems to work yet in the madcap revelations at the end, it turns out
Clio was impervious to their magic and it was true love after all so Zeus forgives her. Beane’s
libretto was completely different from the film in tone and attitude. A spoof of the 1980s
sensibility and the pretentious quest for art that resulted in movies like Xanadu, the stage
musical was a thorough, if guilty, pleasure. Kerry Butler was a spacey yet knowing Clio whose
fake Australian accent, playfully mocking Newton-John, when she becomes Kira was as
appealing as it was outrageous. Cheyenne Jackson, as the thickheaded artist Sonny, was
amusing with his featherbrained dreams of creating art by opening a roller disco. Tony Roberts
was no Gene Kelly but at least he didn’t look embarrassed as Danny and seemed to be having
a lot of fun returning to his past. Adding to the silliness were the muses, four women and two
affected men who found the humans as silly as the script and relished the roller skating and
dancing like children in a playpen. Mary Testa and Jackie Hoffman stole the show as the
jealous Melpomene and Calliope, their plotting evil doings with cackling glee. Christopher
Ashley was the clever director and Dan Knechtges did the goofy choreography which included
a good deal of roller skating in a small space.Xanadu was not a large production. The sets and
costumes were modest but inventive. And the actors doubled and tripled to keep the company
total down to eleven performers. After some readings, the musical workshopped at the intimate
Minetta Lane Theatre in Greenwich Village in January of 2007. Jane Krakowski was the
original Clio but a television commitment did not allow her to do the Broadway production. She
was replaced by Kerry Butler who had found recognition in Bat Boy and Hairspray. Cheyenne
Jackson also left the show after the workshop to make a movie and John Carpinello was slated



to play Sonny on Broadway. But during previews Carpinello injured his foot doing a roller
skating number and Andre Ward and Curtis Holbrook alternated in playing the role until
Jackson eventually finished his movie and was able to return to the production less than a
week before opening night. Xanadu opened in the small Helen Hayes Theatre on July 10,
2007, to rapturous reviews. Variety called it “ninety minutes of souped-up silliness and broad
comedy,” Newsday declared the show “a grand little piece of smart dumb fun,” and The New
Yorker called Xanadu “ridiculously brilliant, so lavish and sublime a confection … it's probably
the most fun you'll have on Broadway this season, one reason being that everything about it is
so resolutely anti-Broadway.” Most critics were surprised that such an infamous movie could
become such splendid musical comedy entertainment. The satire on the 1980s (and on the
conventions of musical theatre itself) were not lost on the reviewers and both young and older
audiences found the sly and sometimes cheesy humor to their liking. Once again, the score
shown brightly. Jeff Lynne’s past hit “Evil Woman” was added and given to the two jealous
muses and it was a showstopper. The old Newton-John hit “Have You Never Been Mellow?” by
Farrar was sung by Clio and the gods to soften the heart of Zeus (also played by Roberts). A
Lynne favorite from the 1970s, “Strange Magic,” was another interpolation that was very
welcome. The rest of the score came from the film and it was as wonderful as ever. Despite
such good notices, strong word or mouth, and four Tony Award nominations, including Best
Musical, Xanadu was a difficult show to sell in a competitive season. And when it did sell out,
the small size of the theatre (583 seats) limited the box office gross. (David Gallo’s inventive
scenic design allowed seating on the stage for a few dozen spectators, creating a theatre-in-
the-round feeling of intimacy.) Xanadu ran fourteen months on Broadway without making a
profit. A national tour in 2008 was reasonably successful but a second tour in 2019 was
cancelled because the presale was so weak. There have been international productions in
Great Britain, Japan, Australia, the Philippines, and South Korea. Across America, regional
theatres are slowly discovering this sparkling and sassy little musical with a score that crosses
the generations.
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Miriam K, “A great read for musical theatre fans!. This was a fascinating read, and I very much
enjoyed learning more about these 'Misfits'. The writing is well-balanced without being dry, and
the shows are presented in a way that makes you root for them, even knowing they didn't enjoy
commercial success. I especially enjoyed the first chapter, dedicated solely to the mother of all
misfits 'Nick and Nora', and the last one that was added in response to the COVID-19
pandemic.Overall, I think this is a fantastic look at the pitfalls of bringing a musical to
Broadway, and is a MUST read for any Musical Theatre fan.”

Joseph Jervais Gayton, “A Must Have for Musical Theatre Fanatics!. This book was created for
the musical theatre audience members who always cheers for the underdog. The shows that
most appeal to me, are the lesser known, but in my opinion alone, more interesting musical. Mr.
Robinson, whom I’ve enjoyed over the years reading his columns in Playbill.com and
BroadwayDirect, to name a few, does an INCREDIBLE job of research and care into sharing
shows with the reader insight into the productions and valid reviews and breaks the chapters
up in interesting categories. The best thing I can praise Mr. Robinson with is he is my Go To
Broadway historian when I want to get my fact straight, even with some sardonic humor thrown
in, just as I consider Dr. Eric Cervini myGo To LBBTQ historian. With over 600 pages, you are
getting your money’s worth, and you may find some interesting treasures among the musicals
you find here worth learning more about!”

A Dupuy, “Musical Misfires was written for me!. Musical Misfires is an endless supply of
answers and hidden gems! As a musical theatre enthusiast, I have often wondered about those
productions that popped up in Broadway news, and then just disappeared from the radar. This
book gave me answers to some of those quandaries, and entertained me with production
stories from musicals I have never heard of. I admit to a slow journey through the pages, as I
stopped to research songs, and casts and enjoy the many photos the authors bothered to
provide. Turns out, many of the “misfires” in this book, might still have burning embers left in
them. At my house, at least, I’m humming a few of the tunes this book planted in my head.
Beautifully written to dig out my own memories of productions passed, and still ignite my
curiosity for productions I met for the first time in these pages. Thank you to the authors for
writing it.  I think you wrote this book for me. ”

Brett DAMORE, “Add this book to your collection !. I really enjoyed reading about the musicals
that didn’t quite have all the components of a true broadway hit. The author did a wonderful job
of keeping me intrigued and entertained. I love that I can pick any section of the book and
when I have a few spare minutes read and learn about another musical. Many of the musicals
sparked my interest because they ended up being big hits for high school productions and a
few tugged at my heartstrings because I attended the shows with my kids and even though the
shows might not have been financial hits I know the flops all created some good memories . I
also found the picture galleries in the book to be a great added bonus. If you’re on the fence
about purchasing go for it and add this to your collection!”



AJP, “...but the Book is a Bullseye. Sure, everyone loves a hit. But it’s the flops that are truly
fascinating. So how fun to spend time digging deeper into these shows - some famous, some
obscure, some exquisite, some exquisitely terrible. But all of them, along with their backstories,
are captivating, as is this book. Brava!”

KD Voller, “A fun enjoyable read.. I was pleased to see another book by Robinson and
Hischak.. This book offered a fascinating look at musical flops.. I found it to be very
informative, enjoyable read..”

Ableems, “Thoughly enjoyable read!. The Robinson/Hischak writing team has done it again!
Fun book to peruse and be reminded of so many wonderful shows that should of (could of?)
done better. Perfect fix for those missing live theater!”

Elizabeth Weese, “If you can make it there, you can make it anywhere...!. What a spectacular
review of the shows that very nearly made it but did not. The authors flowing script gives one
the ability to see exactly why Broadway is not for the faint-of-heart. Great book, well written,
and highly recommended.”

Colin McIntosh, “So recommended to anyone who loves musicals. This is an essential book for
anyone who loves musical theatre. It is so well researched and balanced in its opinions. I quite
literally can’t put it down. They focus on key shows and spend proper time analysing them.
They don’t refer to flood which is appreciated but why shows didn’t work overall regardless of
PR, finances and reactions. You will not regret the cost on kindle as it’s a large packed book
full of fascinating facts. Highly highly recommended.”

The book by Thomas S. Hischak has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 49 people have provided
feedback.
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